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Pref&ce

The present dissertation involves a Belies of :

studies On the chemical Yap.or deposition of inter8titial

carbideBf Which have been investigated at Faculty of

EngineeringI Ⅳagoya Vniversity under the direction of

Professor Takehiko TakahaBhi during 1967-1972.

It i8 aimed in the present thesis to prepare one

dimensional deposit of interstitial carbides二by■七he血1cil

vapor depo8ition･ InfornationB On 6ynthe8eS､′Of various
t

morphologieB Of the carbide cryBtalB are Presented to-
ノ

gether with 80ne･PrOPertie8 Of the products.

The author, wi8he8 tO e‡press hi占mo8t grateful
-ac▼

knowledgmen-t to Profe880r Takehiko TakahaBhi for hiロ

kind即idance and encouragement for this Work, and Sin-

cere thanks tO Dr. Eo210h Sugiyana (ProfeBBOr Of 6ifu

University) for his in岳tructive suggestions and di6CV8-
■

8ioz18.

The author i8 alBO岳reatly-i血debtedT to Dr. 08&nu

YanamotoI Dr･ fliroya8u Twahara, Mr. Yutaka Su2iⅦkl and
-

Dr. Xatsutni Euyabara for thelr intere8tB and valuable
l _

advices for this Study. and extends his gr&tltvde to All

other nember8'in bi8 laboratory. fle iB Sincerely q&te-

ft11 to his parents and many fri申nd8 for thelr contim&1

enCOuZ!a8eZBent and underBtaZldizlg. -

Finallyl the author hopes that this York will cozI-

･ EIA=

tribute to the development of today'A8 material science.

Hideaki =toh
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C7IAP ℡ER 1

Introduction to Chemical Vapor Deposition

of Inter8titial Carbide8

i.1 Stmcttrre8 and Properties Of the =nterstitial

ConpoundB
.

Cr3Sta1 Structures It is well known that the tran-
/

sition metals (M) ill 1Va, Va.and Vla groups COnbine with

nonmetallic elements (-Ⅹ)Such as carbon, nitrogen, boron,

･etc･
to form so called Minterstitial cotnpoundB†I･

_

Typ-

ical exazDPleB Of these coznpounds are listed in Table i.1

together with the crystal ByBtemB and their properties.

It iB noticeable that they have MX, MX之 and恥Ⅹ type

BtruCtute8 With the best thermodynamic畠1 BtabilitieB.

･In this CaSel the light nonmetallic atoms are COn6idered

to be located at the inters;titial Bites of the close

packed Sub-lattice of metals. 1;any of them are crystal-

1i21ed in face centered cubic ByStern Of the ⅣaCl typel

but sometimes in hexagonal closest packed systeml a8

Seen in TiBII WCI α-Mo2.CI etC. At the
stoichiometric

COmPOSitionl it is expected that they exhibit the char-

- 1 _



acteristic properties based on metallic M-M bond and

covalent M-Ⅹ bond. In factl these materials Show metal-

lic luster, high electrical conductiヤityl highmelting

point and super-hardness (see Table 1.i).

The covalent M-Ⅹ bond in the ⅣaCl type compound

was explained by Bundle in the following way (2)I: Froth

a
viewpoint that the hybrid orbitals of nonmetallic &tom8

result in the formation of Strong M-Ⅹ bondl the resonance

struc.ture of T'1/2 bond8TT (by three 2p-electron8) or H2/5

bond占.- (by two 8p-hybrid orbitalB and two 2p-electron8)

Should be considered in interstitial co7nPOundz3, aS gi▼en

by PaulingIB ruleI二畠ince nonnetallic atom 8uCh a8 C or

Ⅳ is regarded a8 having an electron-defifient structure

in octahedral bonds. =n the case of Ti野 or VCI One elec-

tron may remain to contribute to M-M bond. Carbon atone

in hexagonal α-Mole or W2･C, will occupy the interstiti&1

sites of the octahedral confi即rationB.

Another Structural charaeteriBtic of the inter8ti_

tial compounds COnSists, in the vide range of the 801id

BOlubilitieB Of nonmetallic atoth8. The phase diagrams

of the Ti-C and W-C 8y8tem8 are Bhovm in Fig.1.1. A

homogeneous･ Stable phase With nonBtOichiometric co7nPOBi-

tion can I)e confirmed between ℡iCo.1Fand TiCl.O in the

ByBtem Ti-C･ If the carbon concentration iB decrea8edl

free electron8 at the defects will increase in mnber

and they Will contribute to the metallic character of

the bonding.. But it should be noted that the titanium

carbide differs in character from the Solid solution8

like metallic alloy8I Since the solubilities of carbon

atoms are li7nited.

些旦申甲1巾廷堅 In general, inter8titial cozn-

POunds have highmelting points, as Shown in Table 1.1,

I 2 -



Table･ 1.1 Properti'e8 0f interstitial conpound8二(i)

CエーyStal M.p. Micro-hardness Resis七ivity

compound
BySt_em (OC) ( kg/mm之) (叫ohm･cm)

Tic fcc 5. 250

fcc

hcp

2,9う0

2,900

ZrC

ZrN

ZrB2

fcc

fcc

bcp

ラ,ううう

～,98o

ラ,0年0

ラ,ラララ

2,ラ6o

1,ラ20

2I 200

2, 700

59

21

9

斗2

21

10

NbC

NbⅣ

fcc

fcc

TaC fcc

～,斗ワo

2,う00

ラ,880

2,斗OO

i,斗OO

2,斗OO

うう

78

55

α-Mole hcp 2,斗OO

ⅦC bcp 2, 600

1,950

2, 080

ーう
ー
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which are comparable with othe,r refractory oxides (m.p.,

ThO乞: 5,05CPC, MgO: 2,8oopC, β-AllO3: 2,05伊C) or metals

(m.p., y:ラ,う7CPC, Re:ラ,167oC) (5). Especially, the

hafnium and tantalun carbides show the highest clas8 0f

melting POint in all the materials v]hich is above 5.5000

C. Butl the inert or reducing atmosphere is required

when they are used at the elevated temperature, for they

are not protective enough from the oxidation of the Sur-

face layer. Webb Let al. (6) studied the rate of oxida-

tion of WC in comparison to that of tungsten. They sug-

gested that the oxidation of WC obeyed the linear rate

law in the temperature range of 7000 to 1,000OC a耳d its

higher rate was facilitated by the rupture of the oxide

fi17n due to the formation of CO or Col.. The,effect of

the temperature on the oxidation of titanium carbide has
●

been investigated by NikolaiBki (7) and Stewart et al.

(8)･ The data obtained for the o.xidation of powdered

titanium carbide, were found to correlate well with the

parabolic rate law in the temperatureヱこange of 6000 to

85ぴ'C.

Sugiyama
and Takahashi exa7nined the corrosion re-

siBtivity of titanium carbide obtained by C.V.D. (9).

They did not ob畠erved any corrosion by hydrogen chloride

a_nd Sulfide up to IIOOOOC. But the remarkable decrease

in weight was

'range
of斗600

chlorination

The 8tability

was decreased

oxide. Above

the corrosive

found for chlorine gas in the temperature

to 50伊C, which would be due to the direct

of titanium carbide and substlrate alloys.

Of the carbide surface against.sulfur oxide

above 7000C by the formation of futile type

lIOOOOCl therefore) the practical use in

gases should be avoided except the case

when the etching effect of the surface layer is applied

- 5一



positively as can be used in I.C. techniques･of the semi-

conductors (10-12).

The greater Part Of the interBtitial conpound8 Show

relatively strong erosion reBistivitie8 against hydro-

chloricl nitric and sulfuric acids at- ambient tempera-

tures. But, 80me Of them (Mo&C, Tic, etc.) can be dis-

solved in hot concentrated nitric acidl aqua r.egia or

fluoric acid.

Mechanical T〉tOT)erties One of the superior merits of

the interBtitial compound i8 its Super-hardne8S･. Abo▼e

alll the carbideB Of metals in lVa group.have the micro-

hardnes8 between 2,8oO and 5,200 kg/m7r? (Mobs hardne88!

9-10), which is Slightly Smaller value
-than

that of Sili-

con
carもide (ラ,う40 kg/mn2) or boron carbide (5,000 kg/

mml).
･

The peとulia'rity of the hardness may be attributed

to the diamond-like covalent bond between carbon and lV&

metals a8 has been explained pre▼iou81y† But the Strong

toughness for bending can not
be expected because the-

hardnesB and brittleneB8 are Often consistent properties

of the materials. Many fibrous compounds of bor丘deB attd

boron carbide are found empirically in the author'B la-

boratory to. have higher bending 6trength･ than other c&r-

bide8 0r nitrideB. Higgi,ns et al. (1う) TneaBured the lL

bending str_ength of boron carbide filament岳. which-_vere〇

Prepared by C･V･D･ on tungsten Sub8trate, and obtained

the naximun value of about 18xlO-p8i (1,260 kg/mnl).

The curvature tests of vapor-deposited silicon catblde

are interestingI Which was attempted by Beau and Glein

(14)･on Silicon slice.

`

The plastic behaviors (shear Stress, Creep Stress,

etc.) of Single crystal carbides of titani-zn (15) and

2;irconium (16) w占re Studied in relation to their di81oca_

- 6 _



tion 8truCture61 Slip systems and nonstoichiometries･

The
81ip system of tllll(ilo) type was identified in the

case of single crystal七itanium carbide by several in-

vestigators (17 良 18). The tensile strength of whiskers

of interstitial compounds has r.arely been reported be-

c畠uBe Of their synthetic difficulties, notwithstanding

the tensile strength measurements (19) having been: de-

veloped for the as-grown metallic or ceramic whiskers

(Fe, Cu, W, Sic, A1203, MgO, etc.). Gatti and Mehan

found the linear relation8 between the ultimate 8treS8

and the cro88 SeCtional area of boron carbide whisker..

(～0) and aluninun o申de wh_i岳ker (21), as 6how71 in Fig,

i.2. Recently, coznparatively high strength (200-ョoo

kg/nn之at 10 vJn) of fibrous interstitial bo中de8 Which

were obtained by discharge method were measured by Taka-

hashi et al. I(22 a 25･).

Electrical T)rot)erties =t is apparent from Table 1.1

that the re8istivitie8 0f the inter8titial conpound8 are

the order of 10-iohm･･cm at room temperature. They be-

long to the electronic conductors due to metallic MTM′

bond. Electrical properties of the in七erstitial comラ

pounds in lVa gro叩have been investigated mainly by

chemists in U.a.S.R. A紬A30B et al. (2斗) studied the
l

effects of non8tOichiometry of ℡iN5L On the electrical

COnductivity, temperature coefficient of re8i8tanCe (T.

▲c･R･) and thermo-electromot'ive force (T.E.M.F.), and

found a tendency to increase the re6istivities with de_

Creasing the concentration of nitrogen. Some character-

istics of electrical behaviors were studied by HeLunOp On

the
pyrolytic carbides or nitride8 0f lVa metals (2)).

They obtained the contradictory results tO those by

A如3bBl and suggested that the nitrogen vacancies which

- 7 -
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reduced the screen effect6 0f M-M bond made the concen-

tration of free electron increase. The comparison of

the data concerning T.E.M.F. (1.8-8.2 1ⅣPC) and T.C.R.

with those Of A如A30B Was made also by them. Tpe8eHKMHb

and DeH&HO8eLiKCL9L (26) measured T.C.R. of inter8titial

carbidesI Silicides or their
･solid

s91ptionsl and con一
I

eluded that the smaller value of T.C.R. which was obtain-

ed'by ZrC or Vac wa8 due to the stability of the covalent

bond.
Ll

Ⅳitrides and carbideB Of va group metals shoγ the

interestirlg electrical proper七ie8 (27). Particularly,

niobium co町pOunds are expect畠d
as the super-conductors.

The critical temperature Tc (OC) of the materials Which

are known to show good super-conducti9n are早8 follov8

(28)･, NbⅣ: 16, NbC= 10.i-10.ラ, Vac: 9.うー9.6, MoF'･ 12.0,
●

ⅣbSn'･ 18.05, ⅣbaA1: 17.5, etc. The Super-COnduetivit･ies

of ⅣbC, NbN and ⅣbC-Nt)hT were studied in detail bオDar-

ne11 (29) and Pe由all (う0).

1.2 Historical Survey.On- the Syntheses Of Tnterstitial

Carbide8 by.C.Ⅴ.D.

Starting materia18 =t is an important problezn in the

preparation of interstitial carbides what starting nalte-

rialB Should be supplied to the preparatior[ 210ne. A

general way i8 tO Provide separately the sources foてCar-

bon and znetals in the gaseous or solid statel e‡cept

when the pyrolytic decomposition of the organo-met.allic

a-ompound i8 emPloyed for the formation of carbide. A8

the supplying sources for carbonl Various kinds of hydro-

carbons or solid carbons (graphite and amorphous carbon)
are

utili2;ed. Takahashi and Sugiyana (51) plated tita-

- 9 -



niun carbide on iron by C.V.D. and found that the avail-

ability of the constituent hydrocarbons for the Synthetic

.reaction
was arranged in the following order: i-CsH'i〉

C乞th)C3鞄〉C3払〉 C2HI) CO〉C叫. This i8 Obviously con-

nected with the facility for the production of carbon

radicals (pyrotarbon), which znay声erVe ~to the catalytic･

re.action at the substrate surface. On the Other hatld,

metal halideB and sonetines hydride8 are used a8 the

transport reagents for metallic 8PeCieB, Instead of de-

COtnPOBable halide8 0f Vla group like WC16 and Mocks,

foils Or filaments of tungsterr and nolybdenun are often

Supplied as the metallic BOurCeB.

na_革㌢OVp

_叩1咋
The chemical vapor de-

position of inter8titial cartiide8 WADI- initiated i汀192)

by van Arkel and de Boer (う2).恥ile. they were Studying

to prepare pure JnetalB Of lVa group by hydrogen reduc-

tion of corresponding halidesl they found it poB8ible to

obtain･ the deposits Of carbide8 0n the heated tungsten

wire by iz2trOducing hydrocarboz2 0r Carbon- znoz7OXide Bizn-

ultaneously with halid"eB and hydrogenl for examお1e;

乞叫◆5耳 ◆COーBrC+岬Cl.+E20.

This -6 foiloved by the detailed study by Moer8 (1951),

who obtained the )nonocTyStalline carbide8 0f titazli-I

2iirconiun and hafniuzB On the substratesl the te7nPerature8

of which were lI5000- 1I70伊CI l170OO- 21400OC, and 2,40伊

-2,8o伊C, respectively (う5). me atmosphere employed

was COmPO8ed of a mixture of the purified hydrogen Satu-

rated with toluen vapor at -15oC and metal chl占ride.
Burgers and BeBart (う斗) prepared tltaniuzB and 2iirconiu]B

r

carbideB in the
chloride vapor on carbon filament (ab.ut

lOO叫in diatheter) which was used aB the heater.I re_

action tube･ ne uniforzn and bright coatings Of zirco-

- 10 _



nium and titanium carbide8 0n graphite could be obtained

by Blocher and Campbell (う5), in the halide atmosphere

in the七色mperature and pressure ranges Which wer占un-

favorable for the deposition of meta18■ but still favor-

able for the carbide formation in thermodynaJnical mean-

ings. ･ The adherent platings､ of titanium and zirco-niuzn

carbideB On iron were 8uCCeeded rEecently in the author'8

laboratory (56 a 57)-.

V3 grOuT) (NbC and TaC) Preparation of tantalum car-

bide was tried also by Moers (う5) using.a血Ⅹture of

TaCIF +耳2 + C℡鞄, but it was unsuccessful because Of

the､rapid formatiorI Of free nle七al at the temperature iz7-

veBtigated (ア000-i,000OC). Becker et al. (58) fouzld it

poJSSible in. 1950 to prepare the carbide
-layer by carbu-

ri2;ation of a taLntalu7n Wire at 2,00伊 toう,0000C in a

●

hydrocarbon-hyqrogen mixture. The formation of two kinds

Of carbide81 TaC and Talc was observed by Burgers and

Be8art (･5斗), when they heated the carbon filament in the

atmosphere of TaCIs. =n vapor-Solid reactions aS d由一..-

Cribed above) the temperatures above 2IOOOOC are required.

The limiting-pressure technique was applied by Blocher

et al. (55) to thet uniform coating of ni9biun and taムー
talum carbides on graphite bodies (1958). The carbide

coqtingB Of 5O to BOO vm in thickne88 ☆ere● formeq in the

reaction time of 15 min. to 2 hr..

Vla grouT) (MoC and WC)

of Vla group metals had

ning of the 8tudieB On

Prin竿and Fielding (う9)

molybdenum or tungsten

taining metal chloride.

Vapors aS the 8OurCe Of

Vapor plating8 0f carbideB

be早n Performed before the begln-
●

C.V.D. in lVa group metal･ carbides.

obtained in 1909 the coatingl of

carbide in the vapor phase con-

The method employing chloride

meta18I how)everl have been rarely

- ll
-_



used because metallic molybdenum or tungsten is easy tO

form. Molybdenum or tungsten filament was carburi2ied

by Westgren and Phragnen (斗0) in a CO atmosphere atー1,500

oC to find･･the presence of MoぇC'or鞄C and WC, reBPeCi
▲

tiもely. Andrews et al. (斗1 &･斗2) investigated more care-

fully the carburi2iation of tungsten filament in the te･p-

perature range of 2,000O to 2,50伊C in the naphthalene

vapor at the pressure Of 2YIO-3 tort. The tnain factor

of the reaction process Was determined to be the rate

of diffusion of carbon through carbide. Becker heated

tungsten Wires Of 2.4 to 12 nil in diameter usins a
niエー

ture of hydrogenl and ben之ene Vapor Or methane aB the ･

carburizing二agent (斗う) anq obtalned甘C at
､_the

temperature

up to 2,20ぴ'C, while α-甘2C And β-V2C were･‥fomed in the

higher teznperature ranges of 2,2000-2,斗0伊C and 2.斗OOO-

2,55OoC, respectively. β-Mo2C was identified by E:uo et

al. in the carburi2;ation process of molybdenum in carbon

monoxide gas at a relatively low temperature beloy 800

oC (帆).

Lander and Gerner (与5)畠ttempted in 1947 to obtain

carbide8 by the thernal decompo8itio申Of znolybdemn c&r-

bonyl, Mo(CO)i and tun甲ten Carbo町1;甘(CO)ふat reduc-ed

PreS8ure6ナ The advantage of this process Was tO 8er▼e

the purpose at lower deposition temperature than iB re-

quired in the other methods as already described. Ad-

herent β一Mo2C (cubic･) and P-W2C (cubic) coatingB叩re

Produced in the te7DPerature range Ofう50O' to SOぴ-C.

Cubic MoまC was 0btaihed also on an iron 8PeCimen at tetn-

PeratureB aS low aB 17伊C frozn a mixture of, molyもdenun

?arbonyl and hydrogen under the CO pressure Of 0.05 torr.

and the hydrogAen pressure of O･06 torr･ It is inter由t-

ing to be able to produce carbide by decompositioz1 0f

ー12
-



carbonyl, althoughthis i8 limited to Vla group metal

carbideB.

▲

1.う Theoretical Approach to Whisker Growth from the

Vapor Phase.

Dislocation mechaniszn Zn crystal growth of metals

or inorganic compounds from the vapor phase,
_one

can

often encounter their one dimensional anisotropIC growth

of Hwhiskerstl - so called by reason of their appear-

ance -, which has beco血e the Suもject of intense studies

in recent years. These whiskers are characteri21ed re-

markably with the rapid growth under a relatively low

super6athration, the filamentary and monocrystalline ap-

pearancel the ultra-high tensile 8trengthl etC･ The

growth mechan'iBm Of a whisker has been discussed in the

past 20 years by
many crystallographers. =n 19斗9, Frank

proposed a growth theory of a crystal which was based

on the BCr.eW dislocation (斗6 良 47), in order to explain

the crystal growth under low supersaturation which could

be often observed experimentally,but it was not coinci-

dent with the 6rOWth theory of a perfect ･crystal which

was proposed by Xossel and other investig.ator8 (斗8).

According to ･FrankIB nOdell the step reqtlired for the

crystal growth is given by the screw dislocation around

-a fixed point, so tha七 the crystal can.grow continuously

under lowI SuPerSaturation without two dimensional nucle-

ationI Where the activation free energy of nucleation)

ムF =Tr允e

i8 necessary (Pc: critical radius of curvature, and∈ :

edge free energy of monolayer). spiral growth due to

the dislocation could beーVerified in fact by the micro-

ー1う
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scopic ot'8erVations of Sic
or肌(for example, 49), Mg

(50), etc. This model was first applied also by Frank

to the growth mechanis7n Of tin whiskers (51). The whisk-:

er axis was considered to be parallel to the Burgers vec-

tor of the dislocation, namely a Slip directibn in the ･

crystal. After thatI HFrank･I8 meChani∈血It had been即P-

ported by rnahy experimental or theoret･ical treatnentB

(52), until
the V.L.S. nechanism'was pre8ent'ed.

Ⅴ.L.S. mechanism Tn BPite･ of its generaly applicabil-

ity of the theory by Frankl a few additional problems

remained why the side of the whisker did not grow at an

appreciable rate and how ･the impurity effects in whisker

growth were connected to the''dislocation nechanisn (55).;

Thereforel it va8 COnSidered by some workers that reBer-

vationB Should have arisen regarding its universal appli-

cation. Greiner (5斗) found that the addition of Bnall

traces of･_impurities Was essential to promote the growth

of filamentary silicon crystals. Wagner and ElliB (55)

investigated further in detail the proceBB Of the diB-

proportionation reactiozt;

2Sit2('g) - Si(8)･士S.it+(g),

and proposed so called ‖Vapor-Liquid-Solid mecha7tiBZBII

(Ⅴ.L.S. mechanism) in 19叫,
,aha

the 'characteriBtics
of

silicon whisk占r growth by V.L.S. mechani8Zn Were 8um甲ri2;-

ed a8 follovB:

i)申1icon whiskers Were fr占e from diBlocat･ion. :

ii) certain i叩urities were essential for whisker

grovth.

iii) A ''1iquid-liken globule was Observed occaBion-

ally at the tip of the whisker crystals during

･

growth.

The ideali2ied drawing of V.L.S. mechanism i8 illustrated

- 1斗-



Vapor

silic.n ll/

Sub8trate

(a) (b)

Fig.1.5･ =deali乞ed drawing of V.L.S. mecharlism

for the whisker growth of Si. (55)

# R
Fig.i.与 Scherr'a七ie drawing suggesting the relation

between final whisker shape and shape of

molten alloy 2iOne. (57)

(a) at slow flow rate

(ち) at blgb flow rate

(c) at hightemperature8 and after consider-

able depletion of the available gold.

- 15-



for the growth of a
sil与con crystal in Fig.1.ラ. In the

first Step Of Growth, the deposition nay occur directly

on a solid substrate and then the liquid solution iB

formed by incorporatio-n of the impurities. The liqtlid

phase i8 SuPerSaturated with silicon from the vapor (V-

L System) and the second Step Of the･ precipitation of

silicon single crystal at the liquid-801id inter'facre

(L-S System) occurs. Wagner et al. showed that the im-

purities Such as AuI ⅣiI PdI CuI二Mg and OB Produced ex-

tensive filamentary growth, while the following inptl-

rities did not promote the growth: ZnJ CI MnI Snl etC.

(56). The growth mechanism of compara･tively thick needles

wa8 COnSidlered by them to be based on the rapid extentiozt

in length of a leader-like crystall Which was followed

by the slow thickening through the deposition on the

lateral f`ace. The former may bet concerned with the in-

purity effects and the latter with the side growth by

the novenent of steps. The correlation between the whisk-

er morphology and the growth condition was studi岳d by

Thorton et a1. (57) and the final whisker shapes Were

shown schematically in Fig.1.～. The detailed descrip-
l■′

tionB about- the controlled V.L.S. growth of 8ili亡On aZld

discussions on defects 0r ki血kings were giすen in the lit-

erature by,Wagper (58 良 59).

The V.L.a. gモーOWth mechani8n has been verified ill

Other whisker growth of the conpound$ Such aB α-Al103

(60), lGaAs, MgO (61), Sic, etc.工エthe recent 8tudy of

Bernan and.Ryan (62), single crystal ne占dle8 0f 2エーtyPe

Silicon carbide were grown by V.L.S. znethod in the pro-
■

CeBS Of the hydrogen reduction of purified CH3SiC13
.

They found that by making the mole fractionlof- cH3Sin3

lowl the liquid 2;One Of si1･icon would be etched away by･HCl

ー1る_



product and con8equen･tly no liquid globules could be ob-

served apparently. Conversely, throughthe Blight in-

crease of the mole fraction of the reagentl the molten

tip became saturated with silicon. mu8, Variovs fornB

of needles COuldl be obtained by ad3ustment8
df flow rate

or temperature.

i.斗 Applications to Chemical =nduBtrie8

Protective coatings AB･ de･scrit)led in Section 1.2, 'a

Series of basic studies on syntheses. Of inter8titi主1 car-

bide8'by C.Ⅴ.D. were originated above.all by che皿istB

in the 19う0'B. The 8tudie8 Were PreButnably stinula七ed

by their academic intere8tB in the c'hemicAl beh早viors

of heated lamp filaments in various atmospheres. The

C.V.D. nethod'of interstitial carbide8 had been noticed

scarcely from the irldustrial point of view until World

甘ar I. But after the war, the importance of coating ･｣

techniques on materials has incre畠sed -gradually aB Well

aB that of sintered inteI8titial carbide8 (℡ie-, WC, B+C,

etc.) which have made much progress in the practical

applications to ce.rme七 naterials and super-hard alloys

(for example Tic-WC-C士systerh). =n fact, they haveもeeh

used commercially as cutting too18I braking zhaterialsI

refractory and reinforced materials for vehicles or air-

Lcrafts, etc. The rernarkable progre8B in recent material

Science see7n8 tO be based on the simultaneov8 CO7nbintion

Of materials With different properties. The demand for

Such --combined materialsW has been increasing BO a8 tO

allow the interstitial compound to serve to one of the

elements vhich con岳tructヰhe new combin岳dぬterials.

The researches on protec-live coatings of in七ersti-

-~17
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tial carbides by C.V.D. have not always PrOducpd･ the

good. results enough to be put to practical uBe･ Adherent

and uniforn (non-porous) coating on neta18 at low tenT

perature8 is one of the present problems tO be 801ved･

Titanium carbide coating 0n the Steel Surface, waJ5. in-

ve8七igated by Takaha8hi et al. (56) in the ielati寸ely

low te叩erature range Pf 8500 to 1,000OC using a mixture

of TiCl+.恥. (C8鞄). They found that th? pr占-elecro一

年epo8ition･ of cobalt on low carbon steel was effectiv卑

to obtain adherent titanium carbide coating. The uni-

form co&ting･10f二β-W2C
or β-Mole on iron

obfained
by Lander

eモ_ a1. (ヰ5) iB also 710teWOrthy as theL coati7Ig technique

at low temperature which Will applied to other conpoundB

in the ftlture-
L

o占ite materia18 me Whiskers Or fibrous forzns

of inorganic materials have been mark-ed aB the reizlforce

coznponents in composite materials Since the productlozll

of a.F二R.P. (glass-fibre reinforced plastics) was intro-

duced''in the industries. ill the 1950'B. The new co叩0点ite
/ ●

znaterial iB the 5ub'3ec七of research and deyelopmeztt ill

today's material science. E軸ecially, C.F.R.P. (ca坤ozt-

fibre reinf占rced pra8tic8) is. nassproduced. Co由o8ite

naterialB are Classified aさF.R.P. (fibre reinforced pl&8-

ticB), F.R.M. (fibre reinforced metal) and F.求.礼(fltire

reinforced mbber)･ me8e are COnPOSed of natri立血ter

rialB (plast与cB, metals 0r rubber8) and reinforced fibre8･.

The fabrication process of whisker compo8it.e8 invol▼eJS

the cla8由fication･ of the length &na the ali由nent ･1tI
▲■･･

the matrix which were investigated by Lipp in the c･a.601A

of 8･iliclO益'catbidewhiskers (65). =t was PO卓Bible to
:

produce a highly oriented ¢ompo'8ite by血eanB Of the ex-

truding no2;.乞ュe. The best combination of the tnatrix and

_ 18_



the fibre8 8hould be 8elected considering the proble7nS

of wettingl bonding and chernical･ Stability at the fibre-

matrix interface･.I (64).. The whisker or fibre reinforced

clonpoBiteB Of interstitial conpoundB may be recommended

as the Superior composite ma七eria18.

Pt叫. Althoughthe inter8titial carbid由ob-

tained by C.V.D. have riot been applied to other devices.

one can expect further- BOme POSSibilitieB Of their prac-

tical uBe81 Particularly in the field of electricall de-

vices. For examplte, the thermo-electrical or super-con-

ductive propertie8 0f interstitial carbides will becorae

nope i7nPOr七apt in the near future. Indeed, the inpor-

tance of C.Ⅴ.D. techniques will be recogni2ied a8 the

8OCial demands for better nateria18 incre&Be.

●

1.5 The Aim and Scope of the Present Study

AE described previously, the inter8titial compounds

have the chemical, mechanical and electrical properties

of interest (see Section i.1).. 3心t the products Obtai71-

ed by C.Ⅴ.D. have no七 alway8 been connected immediately

wi七b the chemical ind浅stries in spite of their potential-

ities in the future 6.3e昏Section l`.ち). This is not only

because the requireznent昌have not been developed foz･

cozn-bined materials 腎ま=-h the transition meta18 0f small

.Clarke.
n?mber8, bu七も毛C盈uSe the detailed infoma七ions

r

on C.Ⅴ.D･. have no七been established in the coating or

whi8ker-for7ning七ec･hnology (See Section 1.2). It,与s 'aim-

ed in th?. present Bttldy to investigate the chemical vapor

deposition of inter6titial carbideB, especially the car-

bide8 0f titaniuml tungsten and molybdenum, which are

relatively familiar in the refractory and super-hard ma-

- 19 -



teria18. The originality of the study con8i8tS in the

one dimensional growth of carbide8 and. some interesting

Synthetic procedures are introduced. In performing thi8-

inve8tisationl the C.Ⅴ.D. nethod8 0f Silicon carbide and

other 8emiconducting compounds were quite instructiv-e,

con81dering. that the remarkable developm?nt8 0f recezzt

I.C. or i.S.I. technolo打have been indebted to a zmzB-

ber of basic stud-ieB On C.Ⅴ.D. of 8e7niconductorB Such

aB Si (65-67), Sic (68-72),and Si3叫(75 &74)I.

=n Chapter 2, the 8ingle crystal growth qf titaniⅧ

carbide Whiskers, needles or pillars iB Pr由ehted. ､ェ丘･

i
･similar

wayl the vapor deposition of tung'sten carbide

dendriteBI including the needl畠or pillar forn81 iB de-

scribed iⅡ Chapter 5. Chapter8うand斗are concerned

with the fibrous growth of polycry8ta11ine carbideB Of

titaniuml t_ung8ten and molybdemm･ By the fわrmation of

titanium cirbide filaments, the vapor-891id reaction of-
I

the titani2;ation of carbon filament was employed. The

poB8ibility of continuous fibrous gr叩th of甘IC or
174oiC

by discharge nethod･ i8 Shown in Chapter 4.
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CI払P℡ER 之

Single Crys.tal Growth of Titanium Carbide

by Chemical Vapor Deposition

2. 1 Introd11ttlon

Tit&niun carbide, one of the typical interBtiti&1

compounds having a highmelting `point ofユ,25伊_C and

vlcker's hardness ofユ,2001 kg/nn2, has been ve斗I known

&8 a Super-hard and refractory Tnaterial. B'oule Blngle

crystal Qf titanium carbide has been prepared by Arc-

Verneuil pmce8B and many 8tudie8 (1-4) have been done

on it与Cry8ta1 8tmCture (for example, --Mondrianわrecip-

itate8'-, BtaCklng f'aultち, etC.) otr phyBIc?i properties

(see Section i.1). Moer8 (5) obtained.theL monocrystal-

ユ1ne depo8itB Of titanium carblde on a tungsten filament

which ya与heated at 1,6000 to ～,00伊C in the atmosphere

of Tl叫◆ ft1◆ Cv叫･, but the detailed 8tudy on cry岳tal-

mo坤hdlosy'wa8.not reported. On the other hand, few

Papers h&ye been published on the preparation of needle

Or Yhi8ker foms of carbide ftom vapor phase, except a

brief report by flert1く6) who obtained fibrous titarllum
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carbide fron TiO& and collpidal
､carbon

in chlorine atmo8-

】和er●.

Zn this experiment+ yarious forms 0f titaniu7n Car-

bide Single crystal were grown on graph'ite 8ub占trate ln

the teznperature range Of i,20伊 to 1,55qC froth the v8POr

phase COntaining hydro甲rbon and hydrogen saturated With

titanium tetrachlbride vapor. 1The purpose Of this Study

was not Only to investigate.1the correlation'betveen th甘-

growth coidition･8 (temperature,
_
COn占entra七生on,etc･

) and

the

,cryBtil
norph-'6logy (needle, yhiBker, pillar or poly-

hedron)I but also tO.占1&rify the FrOWth-directlop
'and∴

the● growth mechaniBn. Zn di8CuSSin.g the crystal groyth

PrOCeBB, the theory on Silicon yhiJ3ker growth by Wagner

et &1･L (7) ya8 instructive a8 Veil a8 the甲Perinent&1

8tudie8 0n ihi8ker8 0f Sic (8-ll), B4C (12) and耳fC (1う).

Finallyl the tensile Strength was 7neaSured by the buoy-

ancy method and it could be compared with publiBbed value8

of other yhlsker nateri&1与.

2.2 耳Ⅹperlnent■1

me 8Chenatic diagran of the experinental appar&tu?
■.

i丘illu8trited ln Fig･2･1･ Titanitin'･ c.arbide 8in鼻e

Cry8tal va5 Prepared &ccord与ng to the re&crtlozL;
'~

--

.

･Ti叫･屯叫･_ち-一血c･岬Cl･
CJ.,

There Ct叫 甘a8 propane,taking account of the facility

for pyroly8iB Of hydrocarbon (Bee Section 1.2).
.me

re-

action vac performe:a ln a hori2;Ontal qu&rt2i tube● the

in81de diameter ot Which va･8 ab叩tう5 nm. A cylizldrii&i

gr&phlte (50 nm iふ1ength,.う0-52 and 10-25 mn in outBlde

and inside diameters, re坤eCtiyely) wa貞 Placed a-I ･the

center of the tubel and was used as Bubstrate for depo一

_ 26_



I

Fig.2.1 Schenatic diagram of.the experime71tal

apparatue.

(1) graphite substrate (2) r.I. induction

coil (ラ)･quartz; reactor (4) TiCl1 8aturatOr

(5) outlet

F-I Fi ; flow meter

WII W1 : 61aBS Vindov

一 之7 一



8ition of titaniun carbide Which was heated by a radi'o

frequency (r. f.) induction coil. Titaniun･_tetrachloride:

(?.･p.I.156.1T'C).vas事ntroduced
l~into

the- hydrogen 8tre&n
●

by ne甲B Of a bubbling type BaturatOr, Znai血&ined &t 90

oc (vapor pre88ure Of TiC叫at 9伊C:･190 m甲g)･ The由B

flow申teB Of dried hydrogen and propane Were neaBured

With the flow 7neter. After precleaning the reaction tube

with hydrogen* the gas.mixture of titanium tetrachloridel

hyd'rogen and propane v&8 thu8 led to the inlet. It v&B

neces8ary tO keep the g&S nixture at 90O to lOぴ'C by

cooling yatez- at the izllet yhich wa8 20-ラO nn fory&rd

the Surface of graphite 8ubBtrate tO prey.eat the propane

from deconposipg excessively due to the radiatiozl Of the

heated graphite. The sub声土rate tenperattli･e was measured

through the glass yindo甘甘l With the photo-pyrotneter &tld

the growth proceB8 Was Obseryed through the other yindoy

W2･ Impurities ろuch aB Au) PdI H2PtCl●I耳gCl, MnC12I

Mn(NO3)i ,
NatSO+, etc. Were incorporated into the.gr&phi

lte and',the l叩urity effect on the 6ryBtal groyth y&8

inve6tl由ted.

me hOrPhology of each Single crystal va8 0bser▼ed

through the'znicroBCOPe. The depoBitB Were identified by

X-ray diffr&ctoneter Iand the growth directionちYere de-

termined by Lane method. The needle and pillar cryBt&1B

were ehbedded i血the,epoxy re8inI･1the croBさSeCtion df A

:｢

Crystal was abraded~ with diaznond paJ3tel and it va8 etched

in hot concentrated nitric acid for fiye ninuteB.

℡he fracture 8tr占ngth alone the cryBt&1 axi8 Y&8

measured by buoyancy nethod● yhereby the crystal vac fl文一

ed at both ends 0n COpPer tOOl与1 One Of which was COn-

nected With a buoy yia thin tungsten Vile and was loaded

COntinuouBly in tension by draining the water Which Bus-

_ 28_



Fig.2.之 Schlenatic diagram of the apparatus for

meaBurement Cf fracture'8trength.

(A) 良 (B) copper 6叩POrt8

､
(a) specinen

(V). t血gBten Wire

(F) buoy

(M) microBCOPe
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tained the buoy (Bee Fig.2.2).

2. 5 Re昏t11tB

蝉準 me COnditionB for Single cryBt&1

growth welre investigated a8 a function of temperaturel

gas flow rate and the Shape of the graphite 8ubBtrate in

the reaction tube. The tetnperature dependence was note-

worthy; when the temperature of the sub8trate Was below

1,2000C, a thin filth of titanium carbide (叫) was coated
●

on the -graphite Surface, and When above 1,40伊C, poly1-

cry8ta18 Were deposited rapidly. In this experiment,

the single crystal growth wa8 Studied in detail in the

temperature range of 1,200O to 1,40伊C･ Fig.2.5 Bhoy8 1

th-e influenc,e of te7nPerature and propane ga8 flov rate

on the cry占tal growth, when the hydrogen gas flow rate

was 4.0-8.d znl/see (linear velocity: 27.5-55.0 cn/Bee

in the graphite tube). It Should be noted fro7n Fig.2.5

that a Suitable te7nPer&ture range for Single crystal

growth iB from 1,24伊 to i,28伊C.甘sing a prop&he gas

flow rate of～ 0.05 7n1/8eC (0.8 n/○) iB eB8ential. me

influence of hydroge_n gas flow fate and temperature oz(･

the crystal morphology i8 Bhovn in FI古.2.ヰat a fired

propane gas flow rateムf 0.05 ml/Bee. 肝eedle oI
'vhlBker

CryBtalB Were found to deposit at a relatively high
･floT

rate. of about 7.7 nl/see (linear velocity'･ 55.1 cn/see),

while pillar cry8talB Were depo8i七草d at a lower ･flov_ rate

of 6･2 ml/Bee (linear velocity: 45.8 c7n/Bee), and poly-

hedron crypt弧s in a higher te7nPerature range Of 1,25eP

to 1,うOCPC. These experimental data were obtained when

the inside diameter of subBtrate Was 10 tnm. A8 the in-

side diameter Di was increased, for example Di = 20-2う

ー50-
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Fig･2･S Micrograph of needle crystals. (front view)

Note that some crystal tips are kinked to-

wards appropriate atmosphere.

Fig･2･6 Micrograph of needle crystals. (plane figure)

- 32 -



Fig12･7 Micrograph of tapered needle cryst&15

grovn in several groups on the graphite

substrate.

Temperature: 1,2500c

C3H8 flow rate: 0.OS 皿1/see

H2 flow rate: 8.0 ml/see
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Tnn, a nu7nber of needle crystals 6-7 - long were grown,

but it was difficult to obtain reproducible data.甘oy-

ever, relatively short but fine whiskers with the.a.ian-

eter of 2-10 pm were obtained at the decreased cross Sec-

tional area of the graphite tube, in which a graphite

cylinder (10-20 nn in diameter) was inserted. me mod-

erate deposition area in a. mn was limited to the 8raPh-

ite surface at a proper distance from the inletI Which

was probably dependent on the temperature ?i8tribution

or the transport pro占e8S Of the ag9nt8 in the furnace.

Cr.ystal morT)hology Figs.2.5 良 2.6 show the needle

crystals observed from two different

･
_ directions.

They occur in radiating clusters) apparently frozn a sin-

gle nucleus. The initial growth rate iB from 5 to 7

mm/hr, but the rate decreases abruptly in 60-8o nimte8.

This seems to show that the growth region of needles i8

limited to the thin gas film over the graphite surfacel

because SOme long needles kink towards the appropriate

鼠色nosphere at 組e ti若. Needle crystals could be grown

in several group丘On the substrate surfacela8 Shown in

Fig.a.7, and 80me Of thezn were tapered with metallic ⊥

luster.恥i8ker岳frozn 2 to 12叫m in dia7neter Were ●ob-

8erVed together with fine needles at a higher linear flow

rate of hydrogen gas (Figs.2.8 良 2.9). A few pillar 8iz1-

gle crystalB●: '8hown in Fig.2.10I grow in different direc-

tions fro7n a■ single nuclelus just like the_needle cry8ta18.

These are from 50 to 50 llZn in diameter and froth 1 to 5

mm in length, but the growth rate (2-うnm/br) i8 lower

than that of needles. One pillar crystal is`magnified

in Fig12･11l Where the side plane of hexagonal prism and

the tip of the truncated pyramid are observed. Each side

has a smooth plane and a metallic_$1ossl except a Special

-5与-



Fig.2.8 Micrograph of whiskers･

(temperature: 1,240oC)

Fig.2.9 MicTOgraPh of a magnified whisker

2tJn in diameter.

-
35 -



Fig.2.10 Micrograph of a few pillar crystals･

(te7nPeraturC: 1,230oC)

i

r;i時点.

Fig.2.ll Micrograph of a magnified pillar

crystal like a hexagonal prism.
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Fig12.12 Micrograph of polyhedrons whose tips

are octagonal pyraTnids. (temperature: 1.,280oC)

Fig.2.13 MicrogTaPh of o⊂tahedral crystals

with impurities adhered at the lateral

faces.

- 57
-



case as described later. Polyhedron crystals, grown

for Several hours in high temperature range, have a dif-

ferent sort of rnorphologyl for exaf叩Ie, hexahedron or
●

octahedron･ Fig.2.12 shows the polyhedron crystals, whose

tips are octagonal pyramids? and they grow large enough

to bec･ome adjacent each other. Polyhedron6 Which adhere

impurities at the lateral faces, are shown in Fig.2.1う.

They are similar to monocrystalline deposits apparently-:

which were lprepared in van Arkel type atmosphere by Moers

(5) and Chermant (15).

蝉 After

the identification with the titaniunI Carbide A.S.T.M.

card (16) by means of X-ray diffractometer, the growth

direction was determined with Laue method (front reflec-

tion type). X-rayもeam from molybdenum target was radi-
●

ated foT 90 min-utes o吉ミ a needle or a pill早r Crystal

荘O韻n七ea v昏㌘もip:･･昆11v cjT3 t･lil婚 gOniometer head. Fig雷｡2手ユL与a
t,'

& モー 農Tヂニ セran忘毘ま忘紙oT TiJ亀ue
pho王ographs takeTl fr･9打 E7 どi,JF:r7.

positi昏毘(atき, an宣 f-㌘∈虐て?i純e rotated position by 6CP (b)

aro号ユ乃a the 象Ⅹ皇stさ T'甲C･ rr.まrror symmetries can be confirmed

in the fiぎure･雷 eaき a毘d (b)亨 Where'the equivalent Lane

pa七もeTin6 are at irmeTSe directions each other. It is

sug甲Ste盛s･七態erefores. that (lil) i8 the growth direction,

since tまt盈niu招 earbid昏 h盈S盈 NaCl type crystal structure

(i?き`･ eonSeq.uentlさや芋 ∈-aeh side of hexagonal prism of a

pillar crystal which v･:a患ObLqerVed in Fig.2.ll, is ap-

parentlき㌣ (11郎 pl患ne¢ 王･t is interesting that (ユlo) plane

Corresponds tc･七be highly oriented plane in vapor plat-

ing onまroTi Of titar7_iurrl Carbide at lov･･er temperature

(1Lラ｡ Fig.2｡コ叶うshov:s the kinking Of needle crystals

de-ccribed previousl)T亨 ar!d the measured angle of the kink-

ed tip to the oriFina･1 directionく111〉, is about logo,

- う8-
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(a) (b)

Fig.2.14 Laue photographs. (target: Mo, exposure: 40

kV, 15 mA, 90 nin., crystal-to-film distance: 16 nm)

(a) Laue spots with a mirror Symmetry, radiated

from a glVen direction.

(b) Laue spots with an inverse symetry, radiated

from a rotated direction by 60c around the axis･
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Fig･2115 Micrograph of a needle crystal kinked

fromく111) to く1王1),

■■

】■ J

Fig･2･16 Micrograph of a needle crystal kinked

towaTdsく100〉 at t】1e tip.

- 40 -



Fig･2･17 Micrograph of a dekinked needle

crysta1 (,which was observed occasionally

a.t the crystal tip of a relatively long

needle cエーyStal).

- 41 -



so that the ltinking direction I8 assigned the Bane form
l■

(i-ll). From the analogous observation, the kinkins di-

rectiop- of a needle aB Shown in Fig･2･16･ is p.robably

く100〉, fo; t加kinked angle i8 about GOO. Dekinking wa8

also observed occasionally (see Fig.2.17).

Etchin8 Of the cro88 Section in hot concentrated

nitric
_acid

reveals the growth layers shown in Fig8･2･18

良 2.19. FiF.2.18 Shows the etching figure of a needle

cry8tall Where the nearly circular growth layers are ob-

served. On the other hand, there are regular hexagonal

growth layerE3 in Fig.2.19, which_ show the.etching figure

of a pillar cryBta1･ Each side of the hexagon i8 found

to correspond
to (ilo) plane indexed previously. At the

center of the crOB8 Section, there i8 a Circular projec.t-

ed part about 10叫m in both figuresI Which is difficult

to etch.

Imburity eff†,t紬埠
恥en in-

puritie8 Were incorporated into the graphite 8ub8trate,

continuous large growth BtePB Vere easy tO grow On the

side oi a pillar甲耳申a1 (Figs.2.20 良 2.21 magpified)

and each Step has a Secわndary step at the edge. Fig.2.

22 show昏 a f¢w irregular and larger growth 8tePS for a

crystal which was∴grown in the higher temperature range.

Thoughit wa8 difficult to
get an exact quantitaive know-

ledge about the impurity effect on growth rate, it ya8

possible to e6tabli8h the difference of the growth by

incorporatinE: & fev kinds 0f impurities. For ex&nple,

Mn and Au Show
a positive effect on the crystal growth,

as Shown 'in Figs.2.2う& 2.2斗. A number of needle8 Can

be seen to 畠warm up at the subBtrate Which was inpreg義一

nated with Mn(NO3)2, While Several long needles are grown

in the case of elemental
Au. It was found 8i7nilarly

- 42 -



Fig.2.18 Etching figure of the cross section

of a needle crystal.

Fig.2.19 Etching figure of the cross section

of a pillar crystal.
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Fig･2･20 Micrograph of continuous large growth

steps of a pillar crystal･

Fig･2･21 Micrograph of 7nagnified large growth

steps followed by the secondary bunched

stepS･

ー 44 -



Fig.2.22 Micrograph of a few irregular and

large growth steps at the lateral faces

of a pillar crystal.

Fig･2･23 Impllrity effect on the graphite sub-

strate incorporated with Mn(NOB)2 (left side)

and no impurity(right side).

- 45 -



that Pt, Pd, Ag, etc｡ represented positive effects, but

CuI Fel Co一 Znl etC. Showed negative･ effect8･

The typical Shape of a whisker tip is shown in Fig.

2.25. It seems that the tip has no globule cap, but

ha8 the growth planes With a right angle each other, which

is analogous to the shape of a pillar crystal (see Fig.

2.26). The final Shapes of tapered needle crystals are

Shown in Fig.2.27. These data on impurity effects stated

aboveI Will give an important 8uggeBtion in discussion

of the growth mechanisn｡

Tensile 6trength The fracture strength vs. the dia-

meter of needle or pillar crystals is plotted on logarith-

mic scales in Fig.2.28. A linear r色1ation can be seen

fro7n the figurel aS expected from the measur.enent8 0f

other whiskers (see Fig.1･.2). The extrapolated value to

ラT17n in diam占ter is about 1,000 kg/mm2. The tensile

strength of titaniuzn carbi且e whiskerBI thereforel is es-

timated to exceed that of iron (25O kg/mml), sapphir色

(う5O kg/m㌔) or alumina (560 kg/m㌔) in the same diameter

(18う. Fig.2.29 showB the micrograph of a fr畠ctured cross

Beeもion, which wa慧CraCked radially with lesちPOB8ibility

of the Blip pユane.(1ユiき宇(4).

2.ヰ Di8CuB8iozl

-The vat)Or T)iLaSe r三aCでコ･⊆辿,MBAiR

described earlier夢 theL Propane

m1/see (0.8 n/o) and Cooling of

were essential for growth of a

that the decomposition reaction

important part in the formation

gle crystals. This suggestion

- LI6-

y8tal morphol_ojq A8

ga8 flow rate of 0.0う

gas mixture at 9伊-1000C

single crystal. It means

of hydrocarbon play an

of titanium carbide sin-

seems to be supported by



Fig,2･24 Impurity effect of Mn and Au･

The substrate portion where the impu-

rity was incorporated is shown below'･

Au
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Fig.2.2S Micrograph of the crystal tip of

a whisker.

..-J.叶一

Fig.2.26 Micrograph of the tip shape of a

pillar crystal.
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of needle or pillar cry8ta18.
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the Study of Pearce (19) who discussed the reaction me-

chanism in the formation of Tic from the vapor. Fe con-

cluded with the help of thernodynamic data that the in-

itial formation of pyrocarbon was important rather than

the reduction to amorphous carbon. Since the reaction

does not involve. the formation of titanium in 'the te7n-

perature range employed, as suggested by monster (20),

･the bet reaction may occur between titanium trichloride

and radical products (pyrocarbon) to form the addition

cornpounds 6uCh as C713TiC13. Therefore, appropriate tem-

perature distribution and gaEOu畠 diffusion proce岳s -in the

reaction tube should be given to provide pyrocarbon on

the surface pf gr畠phite 8ub8trate. tn addition事it i8

necessary tO keep a constant 6uPerSaturation at the growth

tip in order to10btain盈 given crystal morphology
as

●

pointed out by Gatti (12) in the whisker growth of BヰC.

甘hen the inside diameter of the cylinder is large, for

example, it is difficult to introduce a proper quantity

of pyrocarbon while keeping the temperature?r atmosphere

constant. As a resuli;中 七he reproducibility decreases.

Wi地srna11 i-nsi鮎diam曽terSI howeverl the linear flow

Ta宅e of hydrogen g農畜i3 higher, making it easier to grow

象 f-ine whi由eT, aS昏bf:LC:軒毘in Fig.2.ラ. Anyhow, it seerns

亀eOmPlicated proble罷もo obtain longer whiskers than 7

m認unless co叩1如昏13～ ∈r3ri毛rolled conditions are e8tab'1ish-

e丘亡

塑卿 Tbe growth mechanism of polyhedrons

can bモ eXPlained by琵oss昏1 model on perfect crystal under

a high supersaturation (21). Also,.it can be applied

to the process for lateral growth of a pillar single crys-

tal where the growth steps are Observed in Fig.2.20. In

factl POlyhedrons and pillars are found to 'be grown at

- 50-
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Fig･2･27 Micrograph of crystal tips of tapered

needle crystals.

Fig12･27 Micrograph of the fractured cross

section of a needle crystal.
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higher concentration of TiC叫,.a8 'Shown in Fig.2.ら. Ob-

servation.a of the etching figures (Figs･2･17 良 2･18) sug-

gest the difference in the growth rnechani8n between the

center and the circumference. It is cpnvenient to des-

cribe tw9_. 8teP8 like silicon whisker growth (7); one
l

is the whisker growth and the other i8 the lateral growth
1

of needle or whiskeri. Through the micoscopic_ observa-

tions- (Bee Figs.2.24-26), however, any sma11套1obule can

not be found at the tip of the whisker or needle cry8talB.

So it is doubtful to e8tabli8h the Tic whisker groyth

-
L

mechanism by V.L.S. (see Figs.1.う& i.L+). But,tL-a p叩†･･

ticular case may be considered where the globule iB etch-

ed away completely as reported by Berman et al. (ll),

so that more detailed investigations on the microstruc-

ture and the impurity effect 8hould be 7nade to learn the

mechanism of whisker growth.

=t seems that the growth layers in Figs.2.17 良 2.18

are due to the variation of chemical cop-position, and

these can be connected with the lateral growth. FrozB

the appearance of the growth 8tePB in Figs.2.20 良 2.21,

the bunched steps were considered to grow in the pre岳ence

of inpuritieB. Such a IIbuhching effect-, of monoト7nblec>

ular Steps Which were caused by impurity, was discussed

theoretically by Frank (22). The latet&1 growth rate

increases when the bunch占d growth steps Pa88 through any

side, which reBultB in the growth layers. Tt i8 COnClud-

ed, therefore, that the pillar crystals are 6rOWn by the

movement of steps On the Bide BimultaneouBly with the

tip growth. while in the case of the tapered needle cryB-

ta18, the lateral growth is a･1ittle slower than the tip

growth.

- う之-



2.
/E;

ConcluBion

Single crystals･ of titanium carbide were grown on

the graphite 8ubstrate from vapor phase in the tempera-

tui･e range of 1,200O to 1,う50OC. The atmosphere employ-

ed consisted of hydrogen, titanium tetrachloride and

propane, It wa8 found that the gas flow rate, or the
●

geometrical shape and impurities of the sub8trate.greatly

affected the crystal morphology.
Above

alll the contrib-

ution of propane concentration (0.8 m/o)
v[as so remark-

able that the decomposition of propane gas was considered

to define strictly the growth range of single crystals.

Impurities such as Mn, AuI Pd, Agl ete. revealed the fa-

cility for crystal groyth.

Polyhedron crysta18 Were deposited in the high tem-

perature rang.e (i,25OO-i,う0伊C), and have smooth and

glossy planes on the crystal surface. Pillar crystals

(50-50 1加in diameter) grew gradually as hexagonal prisms

at the moderate tepperature of 1,2400C, while needle

crystals (6-7 cm in length and 10一斗0叫7n in diameter)grew

rapidly in radiating elu'sters from a growth nucleus at

a higher concen七ratiori. Of hydrogen (8.o m1/Bee)｡
The

6rOWtb rate of needle告W:邑6 5-7 mn/hr.馳isker crystals

abou七う 抑irl diamete㌘ 管-ere observed a7nOng them曾 When

the linear velocity of hydrogen was rather highc

The growth direction of needle or pillar crystals
●

was found to beくI11予･ by Laue 町ethod and the kinkinぎdi-
＼;■■

rection was (111〉9 0r SOmetimesく100). The lateral plane

of hexagonal prism was a$8igned (110), as a, reBult･.

The retching figure of the cross Section showed hexa-

gonal growth layers, Where the central portion was diffi-

cult to etch. The bunched growth 8teP8 and the impurity

effects suggested the growth mechanism similar to Si

- 55 -



whisker growth by V.L.S. method) i･e･ the tip growth of

whiskers was, followed by the movement of growth steps

on the 8ide. Thus the t&pered･ needles or pillars Were

supposed to grow by two BteP8. But it is uncertain to

accept the V.i.S. mechanism for Tic whisker growth, for

no globule was Observed on the crystal ti'p.

From the'1inear relati.on between the strength and

the diameter, the tensile Strength of 1,000 kg/mml was

estimated at 5
･tLm

in diameter. Titanium carbide whi8ker6

are worthy of note, a8 a material having Superior high

tensile strength a8 We11 as the other nechanica.i proper-

tieB｡
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CtIAP TER う

Formation of Titanium Carbide Filament

by Titani2iation of Carbon Filament

うci tn七roduction

Titanium carbide filaTnent8 have received an incre&8-

まng`attention in recent years as the reinforce coznponezl'tS

of refractory cotnpo8ite ･materia18
a8 Stated in Secti9n

lcちc =t may be possibl占'- to fabricite a super-hard F.R.

討｡ (fibre reinforced me七色1), considering the <fa寸orable

wetting behaviors of七1t･anium carbide for cobalt, molyb-

denum, etc. (1). The pr台paration of fibrous or filamen-

t亀ry form of titanium carbide, howeverl has -rarely bee7r

reported in the paBt 斗O years. =n the early study by

BurgurB et al. (2),坤e co畠ting ･df'も1tahiu7P1-･Carbide-on･:-ミ

a carbon filament (abou七100 Tim in diameter) wa's perform-

ed in the van Arkel type atmo8PhereI Where titaniu血tetra-

chloride vapor and hydrogen gas were introduced into a

lamp reactor. The temperattlre Of the heated carbon va8

e8ti7nated to reach 1,8000-2,10伊C. Recently, fibrous

titanium carbide with the length of 7-15 vm was Obtained

by Ⅱertl (5)1n a teTnPerature range Of 1,25伊 to 1,BOO.C

-Jt:6-



from TiO2 and C. In Chapter 21 the author presented the

preparation method of titanium carbide whiskers or needles

by C.Ⅴ.D. Neverthele8S, it was rather difficult to ob-

tain whiskers or filaments of several microns in diameter

and several centimeters in length by the methods describ-

ed in Chapter 2. For example, the growth in length was

strictly limited in the single crystal growth of TiCl

because it was a
complicated problem

-to
control suffi†'

ciently the temperature and the gas concentration at the

growth tip.

tn this experiment, the titani2;ation of thin carbon

filament was employed rather than the carburi2iation of

titanium filament (ら), considering the free energy of

fornation･. The purpose was to prepare a lot10f titanium

carbide filarnents at the same time aB Simply as poBSib1声.
●

Although the proかI-its are polycrystalline, this method

is worthy of note from a viewpoint of producing a thin

but long filamen七 of interstitial carbide8 aS Well as

the-Jdisc･harge !riethod ･'t5)v.･hich will be described later

in Ch盈P七erら血. Ti七arl皇芸a七ion was Performed in an atznos-

phe･･T昏 C･ぎーモi七･&T}ivilて:七e七TtaChlo王tid昏 and hydrogen gases for

盈 Suffまei昏n七 Te昌ご七ie)E?L モimef,盈nd the moderate condition

foT 七be fc)TFi患七ien腎a芸iT!嘗eStig盈ted. An interesting phe-

nom昏nO毘閤眉 ぎcnl監禁by貰-rc毘y diffraction vlhere the tiもani一

望･at皇o監 放電t=h毘Tii:s黙 雷農芸 買七u嶺皇ed in detail in relation to

the 紙ffu写ic)TE TJご･つ:l要覧三塁rN･君car,ben in titanium carbide (6-

8).

ラ.2 Experlmental

The lllllStration of the experimental apparatus iB

shov･'n in Fig.5.i. The graphite tube (inside diameter:

- 5? -



22 Mn), in which the carbon filaments OZ'texture were

in8ertedl Was heated by induction coil in the temperature

range of i,200C' to 1,550OC. The tit畠nium tetrachloride

vapor was Produced by passing the chlorine gas carried

by argon throughthe'_sponge titanium, which was heated

aも ヰ000-60(アC in a
nichrome resistance furnace attached

七o the reactor. The generated chloride vapor was intro-

duced into the reaction 2iOne Of- th早 graPhite tube after

being znixed with a dry hydrogen at the in1色t of the ho-

rizontal quart2i reactor (inside diameter:うーmm). Sizhi-

1arlyl the titani2;ation of graphite was Performed by Bet-

ting a cylindrical graphite (15 mm in diameter) in the

tube. The tenperatu.re of the 8PeCinens were measured by

the photopyrometer through the observation window &t the
I

left Side in Fig.5.1.鴫e flow rates of chlorine, argon
ヽ

and hydrogen ga8e8 Were determined by the flow meterBi

FJ
-F3 at rOOtn temperature. Carbon filaments vlere Obtai71-

ed in the 8&me reactor, Where 8eVeral kinds of organic-

filament$ 8uCh a8 a乍etate, rayon, Vinylon, nitron (P.A.

Ⅳ.), etc. were
c.arb6ni2ied

for 15 mizluteB tOヰhourB in

an in.ert atnospherec The commercial graphite Tool va8

u86d also aB the 6taZ･ting material. The weisht of BPe-

cimenibefore or after every run was measured by the auto-

matic balance and･ the weight increase was Calculated.

A 8ufficient precleaning of the reaction 2iOne and the

TiClt generator with argon gas Was essential in order to

obtain the reproducible data. ℡he obtained titanium car_

bide fil&nent or texture was Observed by the microscope

and identified by 冗-ray diffr&ctometer. ℡he cro88 SeC-

tion of the eznbedded filanentB Or Plates in epoxy re81n}

･were abraded by emery papers 0r dia7nOnd paste. me

proflle of the titani2ied graphite plate was investigated

-58- Y



ラ

Fig.5｡I Schemat-ic diagram of the experimental

apparaも硯塁や

(1き graphite 触b昏(2) carbon filaments or

tex七ⅦT色 ∈5ラTcf. inductiorr coil (与き sponge

titanium (きrl門且chrone heater (6) observation

window (7) outlet

FJ- F3 : flow m･eter
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by I-ray microanalysis.

5.5 Result8 and DiBCu88ion

ラ.5.1 Moderate Condition for Titani2iation and Micro-

8COPic Observation

The moderate condition for the formation of tita-

nium carbide filaments were studied
as a function.of tem-

perature, gaseous concentration and reaction tine･ The

moderate temperature range of titani2;at･ion was between

1ぎ20伊 and 1,5うOOC. The苧mOOth

obtained at a lower t6mperature,

rate was remarkably low. On the

anents were titani2;ed rapidly at

accompanied by the deposition of

On the Burface･ Below II20伊CI

and thin filarnent8 Vere

but the titani21atioz1

other hand, carbon fil-

a higher te7nPeratp･re,

polycrystalline grainち

only the frailty of car-

ton filaments occurred without any visible titani2;atiozI

product. It i8 found that the tnoderate temperature i8

Shifted to a higher temperature range than that of the

chemical vapor deposition of ℡ie (6), where the hydro-

carbon iB used as a stlPPlying agent for carbon. Thi卓

is supported by the thernodynanic Study of Mtln8ter 6t

al. (9) on the vapor-801id､reactiot1;

TiCl+(g) + 2苫え◆ C(a) -一TiC-+岬Cl,
●

where AGO=仙,000 - 5う.5 T. The temperature range above

1･55伊C TAB eliminated
from the sub13ect of the present

Study in order to obtain the uniform filaments at the

temperature a8 low a8 PO8Sible.

me flow rates 0f hydrogen and argon turned out to have

Tninor influences On the fomation of titaniuln 9arbide.

Relatively wide ranges of 2-4 ml/see and 1.5-4.0 ml′8eC
Were employed, respectively. The concentration of tita_

_ 60 _



Fig.3.2 Micrograph of titanium carbide filaments･

(raw material: graphite wool in P.A.N.
system)

TemperatuT･e: 1,420oC, Reaction tiTne: 30 min.

Fig.3.4 Micrpgraph of titaniu皿Carbide texture･

(raw material: carbon texture in acetate system)

Tenperature: 1,350oC, Reaction tine: 165 7nin.
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nium tetrachloride vapor seemed so positively effective

on the titani21ation rate tha-i a fairly high flow rate

range df 0.1 to 0.2
ml/see (2-5 m/o)

was used.

The carbon filaments adaptable for titani乙ation are

those of acetate and acrylonitrile systems, which have

been recommended for industrial fa.brication in relation

to carbon filaments in recent years (10). Fi8.ラ.2 shovJS

the titanium carbide filaments obt早ined by titanization

of the commercial graphite wool (P.A.N. syst占m) at i,斗20

oC for 8o min. The flow rate of titaniuzn tetrachloride

was o.2 m1/see
(ラ.7

m/o). The diameters of filaments

were increased from the initial diameters of lう 叫m tO

about 16 llm. They become to have polycrystalline sup--

face with golden-yellow color as the titanization reac÷

tion is proceeded. エp Fig.ラ.うa, the titani21ed filaments
●

are shown, where after carboni2:in雷 the acetate filaments

in an argon atmosphere at 1,う000C for 15 min., the tita-

ni乙ation was performed under the following conditions;

tempeT盈七ure: i,う000C告 reaCtion time:うO min., TiC7+ flow

ra七ef- ∈c12
m1/see (芸-e6 n/oきs r;2 flow rate: 5.0 ml/Bee

arB崖i･t.･㌘fiow rate言1.5 m1/8eC｡
=t is desirable for tita-

ni盗aもie･n to use･ thinner ear態on filament than 10 叫m :

in d皇盈氾e七eT aS 七息e･ T盈思; material.
An

example oぎ the ob-

tained singl昏 filament i$ 8hown in Fig.5.うb. Fig｡う.ら

show墨 色micrograp払of 蛇,昏 titaniuzn carbide texture which

.were
o的ained bぎ℃i七盈ili盗ation of acetate texture at i,う50

oC for,A 165 min° The weight of a texture decreased by

about 90 per cent during the carboni2;ation, bu七the re-

sultant vacant 8PaCeS betvleen the filaments were filled

progressively as the titani21ation was'proceeded. The

flexibility of a texture
･decreased

as its metallic luster

increased.

_ 6之 _



(b)

Fig･313 Micrograph of titanium carbide filaments

(a) and a single filament magnified (b).

Raw material: carbon filament in acetate system

Temperature: 1,420oC

Reaction time: 80 min.
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5.ラ.2 Chemical Co7nPO8ition of Titanium Carbide Fila7nent

Weight increase Fig.ラ.5 Shows the relation between

the weight ratio Wr and the reaction time t on log-log

scale, where Wr : (Weight of Tic生teXture) / (Weight of

initial carbon texture) and t ≡ 10-1うO min. The carbon

texture was◆ obtained by the carboni乙ation of an acetate

texture at i,うOCPC for l5 min. tin an argo,n atmosphere･

The gaseous flow rates in titani2iation were as follow8'1

Tick: 0.2 ml/sec､ (ラ.7 n/o), H2･･ 2.0 m1/see and Ar:ラ.2

ml/see. me weight ratios were plotted against the ti-

tani21ation te7nPeratureS Of 1,斗900
,

1,斗20o I and 1,う5CPC,

and linear relations can- be confirmed from Fig.ラ.5 ob-

viously･ It i8
8?gEe8ted frozn the slope of about O･5

in the figure that the rate deter7nining Step Of the for-

mation of titaniuzn carbide iB the diffusion process Of

carbon in it. =f the titAnium carbidーe filalnent haB &

homogeneou8 Chemical compoBitionl it iB Presumed that

the BtOichiometric TiC†.o (where Wr = 5.0) should be ob-

tained for reaction time of 50 to 100 min｡ The slope

remained to be conBtanti however, up to恥≒ 10, which

suggested the formation.of nonBtOichiometric titaniun

earbide with an exce昏8 ambunt of･ titaniun｡

Fig.5.6 8howe aまso the diagra7n Of the 鵬irghtぬ.tie
I

Wr v8･ the reaction tまme t in log-log scale., where t ≡

毎0-900 min. The 七皇tani2;ation conditions were as foli

lows; te7nPeratpre: Li･500OC and TiCl+ flow rate: O.12 nl

/see (2.6 n/o). It i8 found fro7n Fig.ラ.6 that the weight

ratio shows a llhear increase up to Wr ち 9 like Fig.ラ.5,

and then the Slope decrea6e8 remarkably between甘r = 10ー

ll. me 8aturated value of Wr = ll i8 attained for the

reaction time of 900 to l1000 rnin･ The chemical qompo-

81tion at甘r = ll is nearly coincident with that on the

-も与-
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solvus line in Ti-C phase diagram (Be.e Fig.i.1) present

ed by Ⅳielsen (ll) or Bickerdike (12). Therefore, non-

stoichiometric compo8itiorb TiCo.蛸i8
formed,ヰick.申ovB

the znaximun 801ubility of titanium (i.e. 10 carbon Weight

per cent, Wr I 10). Probably, this Was Caused by the
!

excess COnCentration of titanium.tetrachloride in the

vapor phase) for elemental titanium could not be detect-

ed at all by X-ray diffraction as iB described later.

In the temperature range up to 1,7000C, the thermodynamlc

data (9 良 1う) suggest the less POS8ibilキtie8 0f formation

of metallic titaniuzhl,

Ti叫(g) + 2耳2 ーTl(a) +岬m,

whereムGO王87,700 -う5.8
℡.

X-ray diffraction I)atternB Fig.ラ.7 show8 Ⅹ-ray dlf-

frattion patterns of･ titanium carbide textures as a fu71-

ction of the reaction tithe. The specimen占Were Obtained

by titani益tion of the acetate texture at i,42伊C. It

is?pparent from Fig･5･7 that at the initial stage of

titani2iation, the products Can be identified with nearly

Btdichlometric titanium carbide, though the peaks aPP9ar
l

at diffraction angleB'BOneWhat higher than those in A.a.

T.M. card (14). Further, another sub-peaks Can be ob-

served at higher angles by 0.ト1.(ア.at the reaction tithe

of 50-60 min.
Their intensities increase gradually iエ

advanced Stages Of the reaction (80-100 tnin.), while the

initial卓eak8 drop down conversely. When the reaction

time exceeds 150 机in., only the Sub-peaks are confirzned.

This interesting behavior in X-ray diffraction shows that

the che7nical co7nPOSitions of the I-ray radiated surface

layers are differnt each other between the 8PeCi7nenS Of

(a) and (b) in Fig.ラ.7. The
6PeCimen8 0f (b)-(e) in Fig.

5.7 are considered to represent the coexistence of the

_ 66_
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(a)
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Fま雷65.7 Variation of the X-ray diffraction pat.tern

with reaction tipe. (specimen.: Tic texture)

(a) 10min. (b) 50min. (c) 60nin. (a) 80min.

(e) 100min. (f) 150min. (g) A.S.T.M. Tic
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two different､ conpo岳itions. The lattice parameters Of

the two carbides were calculated from the inter-planar

spacings of (200) as follows; q一亡4.511且at lower angle

(reaction time･. 10
min.) and aI=斗.25.且at higher angle

(reaction time･. 15O nin.).
The former corresponds near-

ly to the parameter of the BtOichiometric TiCl.OI Which

has not been determined precisely, however, in the refer-

ences (15 &､16). The latter is a considerably Small val-

ue co7BPared with the results of Ehrlich (15), who inves-

tigated the correlation between the lattice parazneter

and nonstoichiometry of sinteTed ti'taniu血Carbide. The

higher lattice parameter of 4.29且can be expected from

his result if TiCo.4Si8 forned. This contradicts the pre-

sen七experimental r6sult8- apparently, the reason Of which

is not distinct a8 the methods Of preparation or neaBur-

ment are differnt. Anyhowl it would be concluded that

nonstoichiometric TiCo.15 1S coincident with the titaniu7n
●

carbide with high density which reveals the sub-peaks in

Fig.5.7.

5.ラ.う Titani乞ation Mechanism of Carbon Filament二

_Tiiani21ation
of p:rat)bite T)1ate 工t is an important.

problem to discuss the titani21ation me6hanism of the fil-

ament, that iB, tO determine whether such an unfaTniliar

phenomenon of the I-ray behavior i6 Proper tO the tita-

ni乙ation of llfilament$11 or i8 COm7nOn tC this sort of

tlvapor-Solid reactionII. This Sub-sectionう.ラ.うiB C-dn-

cerned with the chemical co叩OBition of titani2ied gra-

phite plates which are･obtained in the same a七moBPher早

and temperature ranges aS deAscribed previously in 5.5.2..

The variations 0f I-ray patterns analogous to Fig.5.?
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(e)

55 斗5 55 65 75

-寺 2e Cu K&

Fig.5.8 Variation of the I-ray diffraction pattern

with reaction time. (specimen･. ti七api乙ed
plate)

(a) 10znin. (b) 50'min. (c) 70min. (a) 120m,in.

(e) A.S.T.1q. ℡ie
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were confirmed in Fig.ラ.8, when the graphite plates Were

titani2ied at 1,斗5伊C at.the following flow rates Of TiC叫

and Ar, rest)ectively･, 4.0 ml/Bee and 0.8 ml/see.
A com-

paratively slow七itani乙ation rate i8 due to a smaller

diffuBibility of carbon. Fig.ラ.9 shows- the cros8 BeC-

tional micrograph of the same specimens. =t iB found

that the thickness of the surface layer of titanium car-

bide increases from about 1.5叫m for the reaction tithe

of 10 祖in. up to abollt 6.うー地for that of 120 min. me

tight layers With血eta11ic luster, which Seen tO have the

identical composition with the Surface layerI Can be ob-

served on the grain･ boundaries 0f the bulk region in gra-

phite plate.工t i8 SuggeStedl therelforel that the tit&-

niuzn tetrachloride vapor i8 easy tO 'diffuse. into the grain

boundaries throughthe pores 6f the surfacre.

Fig.5.10 6how8 the variations of I-ray diffraction

patterns by abrading the surface layer of ttLe 8PeCinen

Shown in Fig･う･8d (reaction tim?'･ 120
7nin･)･

=t iB ap-

parent that the sub-peaks at higher angles disappear grad-

ually aB the thickness Of the ab由.ded layer D iB increas-

ed.取en D之6L.ぅl也, the stoichioTnetric titanium ca坤ide

mixed with a stnall atnount of graphite were identified.

The'in.ten8ities of the. graphite peaks increased in the

bulk region･ (D空8叫). =t iB COnBide土･ed that the Bub-

peakB are COincidezlt With those of tight Surface layer

of titaniuzn carbide, while the stoichiometric titaniun

carbide lies on the boundary between the tight Surface

layer and the bulk resion of the graphite plate.

･-･･ Fig.5.ll Shows the result of X-ray nicroaムalyBiB Of

the cross Section of the two BPeCimen8 0f (a) and (a)

ill Fig.5.9. The intensity curves 0f titanium and carbon

are drawn as a function of the distance from the Surface.
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〔a)

(c) (a)

Fig.3.9 Micrograph of the cross section of tita-

nized graphite plate. (temperature: 1,4SOoC)

Reaction time;

(a) 10 min.

(b) 30 min.

(c) 70 min.

(a) 120 mュn.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(e)

55 年5 5o5, 65 75

ニー一---→ 之昏 Cu K4

Fig｡5.10 Variation of the X-ray diffraction pattern

of the abraded plate.

(a) D=0 (b) D £ー6.うt1町(c) D之 6.うum

(d) D3亡8 叫m (e) A.S.T.M. Tic
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The heavy 8radient8 0f the titanium and carbon concen-

tration8･Can be 8een at the distance Of 6.う叫m, Which

corresponds tO the boundary between the 8u事･face layer

and the bulk as can be observed in Fig.ラ.9. The dis-

appearance of the sub-peaks in Fig.ラ.10c may be attribut-

ed- to the remarkable decrease of titanium concentration

at the boundary. The tight Surface layer can be thought

from the invariable Slope to have a homogenou8 Chemical

composition which was previously aBSu7ned七o be TiCo.6

0n the other hand､I the variation of the both concentra-

tion61 at the boundary are comparatively gentle. for the

specimen obtained at a reaction tine of 10 min. mere

remains
an appreciable amount of carbozt in the Surface

layer, which can correspond to the absence of the sub-

peaks ill Fig.5.8a.

Titanization ㌫echanism lt is found from the titani-
二___:二__

~
.
.
I
_

■=こ二二.二

~_
_二

~._
_..｢_二~二二二=.._~~■~.=■

二__二~

.
/■■~_._._T

乙ation of graphite plates described abovel that the sep-

aration of the peaks of titaniun carbide is caused by

the zn?rked variations of titanium and carbon concentra-

tion18. ThiB Can be applied to the 6rOWth nechaniBm Of

titani2;早d filament81 if one notices the analogy of Figs.

5.7 a 5.8. 'The polished cross Sections of titarLiu7n Car-

bide filaments are shown in Fig.5.12 aB a function oi the

reaction tine. Apparentlyl the -diameter of a filament

increases Progressively with the lapse Of the reaction

.time in the following order; 7 vm (10 比in.) I+ 10叫m (うO

min.)一事.11恥(70 min.)ぅ1う叫m (120 Din)一事2斗叫

(420 比in.). The dense layer with metallic luster,.which

may have the composition of Ti屯●s, increase8 in thick- ･.

neB8 in the peripheral portion of the cross section (b)-

(a), a8 expected from the titani之ation of graphite plates.
The dense layerl however) can not be seen at a reaction
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(c)

(e)

Fig･3112 Micrograph of the cross section of tita-

niu7n Carbide filament.

Reaction tine; (a) 10 min., (b) 30 znin･,

(c) 70min., (a) 120min‥ (e) 420min･
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ti7ne Of 10 min.1 in contrast to the case that almost all

the part8 COn8ist otf the dense titanium carbide at a re-

action time of 420 min. Likeweise in Fig.ラ.9, these be-

haviors corre8POndB tO the X-ray diffractiQn Patterns in

Fig.5.7, i.e. the black portions at the center are con-

po8ed of amorphous Carbon and stoichionetric TiCT.0, the

intensity of which decreases due to the formation of

outer layer TiC鵬.

エence, it is advantageous to describe the two 8tepB

for the formation of titani血 carbide layers. At the

initial Bta8e Of the reaction, the gaseous d･iffuBiozI Of

the titanium tetrachloride vapor into the carbozr fila-

ment Will permit the titani2iation which i8 Proceeded for

a Short tithe by the surface reaction at grain bouhdarie8;

TiCl●(g) I 2El + CぐB)ーTiC(a) +岬Cl.

As a resultl t･he 6tOichiom'etric TiCI.O and the remaining

aznorphou8 CaZ'bon are znixed in the c.entral portion of the

filament. Before the filament i8 titani2ied completely,

the dens_e titanium carbide TiCo.鳩begins to form on the

surface due to an exce88 titaniun chloride vapor and then

the ga8eOuS diffusion into the grains i8 interrupted.

In a如fficient reaction tine, the solid diffuBlon of

residual carbon ato7n8 into the dense titanium carbide

layer is prevailed. Con8equentlyl :the outer layer in-

creased in thickneB8 until the filament i8 Saturated yitb

TiCAIS･ Such BChetnatic models in the diffusion procee8

are i'11心6trated ln Fig.5.15.

There &riBe Still fqndament&1 que8tion8I hoveverl

for the
aboy早diBC血石8ion8 Why the chemical conppBltion

aoeB not Vary COntlnuou$1y from TiCJh tO ℡iCo.絹1n the

dlffu8ion profile and whe･ther the two distinct peaks 1n

恵一ray diffraction patterns Predict ･･the･. existence Of･･tyo
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(a)

(b)

Fig.5.15 Schematic model of the diffusion proceB8.

(a) The initial stage for畠short reaction time,

when the gaseous diffusion of tLitaniun chloride

prevai18 tO form TiCJ.O by Surface reaction.

(-t') The latter Stage for-a sufficient reaction time,

when the solid diffusion of carbon atom ▲into

the tight TiCQ.婿Iayer prevails.

Diffu8ion velocity'. Vb< Vo
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tstable compounds or not. Th甲e SeemB trO be

･justified
ap-

parently. even thoughno report on the compound TiCo･ぺ

has 'been publi8hedl but only the phase diagram with a

wide range of the solubility of carbon has been repor七色dl

as described in Section i.1. Since the rate determining

Step Of formation is not the chemical reaction, but the

diffusion process, as shown in Section 5.5.2, it nay be

possible to explain the process Without the assumption

of a new compound TiCo.●【. A8
POinted out by Sarian or

others (6-8), the transport species in the diffusion pro-

cess are Presumed to be carbon atom8I While the titanium

But-lattice i8 fixed in the crystal. Cohsidering the

diffusion profile in Fig.5.ll, the net determining Step

is found to be the diffusion proce8B Of carbon at the

boun'dary regionsI Where the diffusion velocity of 乍arbon
I

Vb is much sznaller than that in the outer layer Vo. The

thickness of boundary layer is so､細all-′nbt 'to be detected

by X-ray an争IysiB that the separation of the peaks can

be occurred. Althoughit i8 not Clear why the diffu8iozL

velocities are different between two regions. it would

be explained by more detailed inve8tigationB.

5.斗 C-bnElu8iozI

The titanium carbide filaments with diazneter8 0f

芝-20坤Were Pre甲red by titani2iation of carbon filament

in the atnospher･e of titanium tetrachloride事 hydrogen

and argon gaBeBナ The carbon filaments Were Obtained by

carboni2iation of organic filaments or textures BtlCh aB

acetate or acrylonitril. The titani21ation was perform-

ed for 10-700 min･ in the temperature range of 1,20伊 to

1,55伊C. The moderate gaseous concentrations Were aB

follows''TiC叫'･ 0.1-0.2
ml/8eC (2-5 n/○),恥･. 2叫nl/Bee

and Ar: 1.5-4.0 ml/Bee. The inflexible but tight fila-
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ment with metallic luster wa8 0btained at a reaction time

of nope than 60 min. Linear relations with the slope of

0.5 could be confirmed on log-log scale between the weight

increase and the reaction time. The Saturated weight

ratio for titani21ation, Wr I ll was found equal to the

chemical composition TiCo.塔on the solvus line in Ti-C

phase diagram. The X-ray diffraction patterns showed

some sub-peak8 at the higher angles.than the peak8 0f the

stoichionetric titanium carbide. The sub-peaks increased

in their inten8ities with the lapse Of a reaction time

O

and the lattice parameter was found to be at=年.254A.

The identical behavior8 Were Observed also in the tita-

ni21ation of the graphite plate. It wa8 found fro7n X-ray

mic'roanalysis of the cro8B Section of the titani2;ed plate

that the inner layer of the plate consisted of nearly
●

8tOichionetric titanium carbide and graphite) while the

outer layer contained excess titanium and its chemical

composition was TiCo.4S Probably. The observation of the

titanium carbide double layers of the filaments suggest-

ed that the inner layer was produced by the 8urface
're-

action on the carbon grain boundaries 早nd it was follow-

ed by the formation of the outer layer. The net rate

determining 8teP Of tbe carbide formation wa8 COnSidered

to be the diffusion process of eleznental carbon at the

boundary region between the surface layer and the bulk
●

region. The formation of double layers with different

composition is not described in the report by AH&竹yMAH

(17), who studied the analogous vapor-801id reaction Ldf

titanium carbide. However, such an interesting phenom-

enon a8 has been found in the present study seems to

Occur conspicuously at a high concentration of titanium

tetrachloride in the vapor.
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Fibrou8 Growth of Tungsten and Molybdenum

Carbide8 by Discharge Method

ら.1 Tntroduction

FibrouB Carbides of tungsten and molybdenun
-have

the possibilities of applications not Only to the rein-

forced compositesl but also to the therno-electrical and

thermionic emissive rRaterials in higher tenprature range.

The chemica1ぬpor de筈IOSition of carbides of Vla group

耶etaユs.has been s七uとほ琶dL for a long time as stated in Sec-

tion i.2. In the mo6･モ eases, however, the direct car-

buri2;ation of metallic Bh･eet has been employed in an at-

mosphere composed of hy丘rogen and hydrocarbon.･ There

?re a few repor七8 0n七he fibrou8 grOWth of carbide, even

though the technique昏 Of the protective coating with car-

bide8 has been Tnade progress tO SOme extent (for example,

1.&之).

On the other hand, the fibrous growth of- intersti-

tial compounds, Such as TiB2 (ラ), Ti7V (ち), ZrB2 ()), ZrC

(6) and Vac (7), has been reported recently in the au-
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thor'8 laboratory. It was found in those studies that

the thin fibres With the length of several centimeter8

could be obtained by A.C. arc-discharge method (thermo-

electron emiBSive type). The ･grovth was performed under

the discharge cu･rrent of 0.2 to 5.0 mA, where the dis-

charge electrodes Were P～Blled apart namally, keeping

the inter_electrode. distance constant.

In the present chapterl the fibrous growth of car-

bides of tungsten and molybdenum was investigated by dis-

charge method under the 81milar condition8 tO those de-

scribed above. The attno8Phere was composed of hydrogenl

argon, hydrocarbon and metal chloride and a new znechan-

ical pulling apparatus Was_used to obtain a con8taⅡt .

growth rate. The purpose was to prepare the long but

thin fibres aS rapidly a8 POSSible. The influences of

various factors on fibrot18 grOWth 'wer色 studi色d in● detail

and the optimum growth condition was determined. Struc-

tures and properties of the products are Presented in･ the

latter half of the chapter.

斗｡2 Experitnent&1

Fig.ち.i Shows the illustration of the experimental

apparatus. The discharge growth was performed in a ver-

tical quart21 reactor With the inside diam占ter of 25 Jnn.

me teactor was heated eat 290O' to 600OC by the exterrnl

nichrone heater. The upper half was COmPO8ed of a d6uble

tube. Chlorine and argon gases Were intro-duced into･ the
′

outei tube, in whi'ch the coil pieces of turt68ten Wirre

(o.2'mzn in diameter) or molybdenuzn wire (0.5 mn in diatB_

eter) were fill'ed up. Tungsten hexachloride or nolybde-

m7n PentaChloride was generated 8tationarily frozn the
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I-C+H(a

㌔

甘ぇ

Fig.ら.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental

apparatuす.

(1) quart乙reaCtOr (2) molybdenu7n discharge

electrode (ラ) thermo-couple (ち) coil piece8

of W or Mo (ラ) observation window (6) ni-

chrozne heater (7) outlet
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て+ (A)

て+ (C)

く+ (a)

Fig.4.2 王三xperimental apparatus for discharge

growth with the two electrodes pulled by

speed TnOtOrS; (A)ち(B).

(C) : Reactor illustrated in I;ig.4.1.
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bottom of the outer tube aboveうOCPC. A mixture of hy-

drogen and i80-butane was passed into the inner tube (16

mm in diameter) and mixed with metal chloride and argon

in the reaction 210ne. Argon gas

hand,
: pa8Bing it over the heated

vent the formation of oxychloride

the reaction tube (8). Hydrogen

ed by heated copper.I
i-c+H[o was

ing Source for carbon considering

was deoxygenated before-

titanium sponge to pre-

(wocl+ or MoOC13) in

gas Was also deoxygenat-

employed as tbe 8叩ply-

the availability for

the reaction (See Section 1.2). A.C. voltage with a di8-

charge frequency of 60 Ⅱ21 Was
applied to the electrodeB

which were connected to a highvoltage transformer. Mo-

1ybdenum wire of'0.1 mm in diameter was used a8 the elec-

trode material at the._.growth tip and it was connected

to the A.C. 80ur9e Via the nickel wire sealed in the 6yr-

inge quart2i tube. Two electrodes. Were.moved up and down

by means of the Speed motor (see Fig.ら.2). Azs a re如1t,

it was possible to move the electrodes at a COn8tant

'
.

pu11ing r?te in the range of 2 to 50 nn/Bin.
The atnos-

pheric temperature was measured by the thermo-couple which

was inserted into the reaction 2iOne. The 8Parkling tipB

-叫p.111･:'｢bf fibres w占re observed throughthe glass window. The
●

'flow rates Of CllI Arl I-C+7IIO and耳2 Were measured by

the flow5. neterB At roo7n'- te叩er畠ture. The grown fibres

were separated from the ele¢trode8 and washed With a hot

苫NO3 : ⅡCl (.5 : 1) BOlution. After being dried, they

were observed through the microscope and identified by

文一ray diffractometer. The fracture Strength was detennizt-

ed using the nichrome BPrlng.

～.う Result8 and 7)i8CuBSiott
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4.ラ.1 Moderate Condition8 for Fibrou8 Growth

lt is supposed that various factors 8uCh a8 dils-

charge currentl reactor te7nPerature and gas flow rates

affect the discharge growth of fibres. In the present

sub-section) the effects of these factors on the thick-

ness or the discharge stability were investigated in de-

tail in order to obtain favorable fibres which filfill

the purpose of this study. Prelininary experiments show-

ed that the fibres could be prepared roughly under the

following conditions; discharge current: 0.5一斗.0 Ⅱ止,

reactor temperature:う000-60OoC, growth rate: 4-12 7nm/

min, i-c4HLO flow- rate: 0.05-0.25 m1/see, C12. flow rate;

0.Q2-0.18 m1/see and the flow rate ratio of H年/Ar: 0.4-

1.6. TheBe Were used aB the initial condition for more

detailed experiments as described below.

Effect of discharge current Fig.～.5 8howB the effect

of diBChar6e Currentく1.0一斗.5 nA) on the diameter of the

tungsten Carbide fibre. 工t is found from the figure that

the diameter:'is: proportional to: the - ais-charge-､'curreht.

Fine fibres of about 20.叫m in diazneter were obtained at

the current as low as 2.ラmA when they weie grown at a

growth rate higher.than 9 mm/bin. Below 2.5 mA, however,

it wa昏difficul七 to汰昏eF a COnStant discharge currentI

so the uniforzn and long fibres could not be obtained.

The moderate current e)ぎ 之.5-5.0 mA i8 found to be a con-

Biderabl耳high value Compared with that (0.2-1.5 mA) for

the fibrous growth of TiB2 (ラ) or zrC (6). This may be

caused by the following rea80n岳: i) Tungsten Carbide has

a Smaller thermo-91e9阜ronic emis8ivity than that of car-

bide or boride of lVa. group metals (9), ii) The heat

efficiency at the growth tip is l{)w● since a large amount

of thermal conductive hydrogen gas iB required in the
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carbide) (a) 6 mm/mill (b) 8. tan/him
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present experiment a8 described later. On the other handl

the thick and dendritic deposit6 Were Obtained above the

di甲Charge cムrrent of斗.0 mA, whe'n the crystal v!aB grown

from tわe molten state at higher than 2,6O伊C. Thus the

temperature at the growth tip was dependent so much on

the discharge current that the remarkable effect on'the

diameter or the growth rate resulted.

Fig.～.斗 showB the relation between the discharge

current and the diameter of nolybdenun carbide fibre at

the growth rates of 6 to 8 znm/mill.
The favorable range

of discharge current is relatively wide and shifted to

the lower values thap those of tungsten carbide. The

thin fibres with the diameter of 15叫m could be grown at

the current of 0.B血and at the growth rate.9f 8 mm/nib.

although the discharge condition wa声unStable. Therefore,

the moderate aischar6e Current Of 0.8 to 1.5 nA was re-

quired to obtain･ the uniforzn fibre8 With the length of

nope than ヰ cm.

Effect of reactor temperature The effect of the re-

actor temperature oLn the dia7neter Of the fibre i8 8hown

in Fig｡斗.5, where the influence of the temperature at the

growth tip on the reactor temperature can be neglected.

Apparently, the minimum diameters Of 25 TI氾 and 15叫m Can

be seen at the reactor temperature of斗80OC andう60OC for

the growth of tun88ten and rnolybdenun carbidesl respect

tively｡ The moderate temperature is considered to occur

due to the competing effect among the following factors;

i) to produce gaseous metal chloride continuously
_With-

out the deposition of 601id lower chloride, ii) to pro-I

duce the pyrocarbon sufficiently by the themal decom-

position of hydrocarbon, iii) to keep the local temper-

ature region high at the growth tip. In the case Of
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tungsten carbide, the diameter increased below斗0伊C wi.th

the adhered lower chloride on the lateral face and the

discharge current became unstable for the lack of hexa-

chloride vaporl While the deposition of amorphous carbon

resulted in the increased diameter above 5う伊C. The thin

molybdenum carbide fibre with the diameter of 18 to 20

p皿 COuld be prepared in the wide temperature range of

う000 to斗5甲C. Below 2000C,. however, both the chlorina-

tion of znetal and'the decomposition df i-c+Hto were not

proceeded enough, and above う0ぴ'･C the fibrous growth was

prevented by the formation of exce8B hydrogen chloride.

牢叫 Fig8.斗二.6 &斗.7 show the cor-

relation between the growth rate and the diameterrof tung-

sten and molybdenum carbides, respectively.
･=t

is found

that the diameter decreased with the increase of growth
●

rate in both cases. This i's coincident with the fact

that a negative ccrrelation between the diameter and the

growth rate was confirmed when the electrod-eB Were Pulled

manually in the preparation of TiB2 (ラ), etc. Such cor-

relations Suggest that a
nearly constant depositiorr rate

of the fibre prevails at a
given discharge current. The

uniform tungsten carbide fibre of 25叫m in diameter was

obtained at比e g‡-o,･vv七b rate of 7 to 9 rnm/min,
:a8

Shown

in Fig.～.6. Bu忠一 the discharge became easy to be inter-

.rupted
at more than lO■ mm/ruin

due to the increase of inter-

electrode di8tanC香草 Vf.f･iere the axial growth could not fol-
1

1oy the movement Cf the electrode. In Fig.ら.7, the :hax-

i7nun gr?Wth rate is. found to decrease at- the discharge

current 1'ess than i.0 mA. =n the growth rate range of

斗to 6 mn/Din, thick fibres were, obtained easily with

the deposits composed of amorphous carbon and lower chlo-

ride8 0n the surface.
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Eflect of F!a∈eO11S_ CO_mT-OSitic旦 ℡he influence of gas-
I

eons concentration on the fibrou8 grOWth was investigat-

ed.~where the. flow rates Df i-c47b and- c12 affect the

chemical reaction of the carbide formation,血11e those

of Ⅱ生 and Ar affect mainly the.Stability of arc-discharge･

Fig.～.8 shows the diagram of theしc+H仲 flow rate

vs. the diameter.地e flow rate of (-C4HIO ･had a minor

influence on thel_diamet.er of tungsten carbidel but a rel-

atively narrow flow rate range of 0.i to o.2
ml/8eC Was

required to 8tabilize the discharge growth. The black

and unev占n fibre was 0bta'ined at the flow rate greater

than 0.2
nl/8eC (5.5 m/o)'probably because of the com-

petitive deposition reaction between carbide and anor-

phou8 Carbon. Continuou8 fibrouB gr9Wth was.声trictly

limited at the flow rate leB8 than 0.1 m1/see. The di-
●

1ution of pyrocarbon in a gas mixture (10) cap be attri-

buted to the production of a large amount of hydrogen

chloride vapor by the following reactiozI:

8WC16. t'-a+Ilo . 19Ⅱ ー仇C
+ 48HCl,

8MoCIs + i-c+HIO + 15H ー岬o2C + 40ECl..

For the formation of molybdenum carbidel the availability

of i-C+払o iB Calculated to be about a tenth a8 Small as

that of polybdenuzn pentachloridモ.

Fig.I.9 shows the effect of the chlorine ga6 flow

rate. It iB found from the figureL that the chloride con-
●

Centration is alno8t independent of the discharge stabil-

ity~･ The 7nOderate flow rate for 7nOlybden叩Chloride (0.15

ml′sec) is appreciably highe∫ than that for tungsten chlo-

ride (0.d6 ml′･5eC).恥i8 Will be explained in the follow_

ing yray･ A8 8ugge8ted fro血the BtudyLof Saeki et al.

(ll & 12), MoC12Jl_3.3 in solid State is dJePOSited on the

reactor wall by the disproportionation reaction･,
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nl/8eC)
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Fig.ら.9 Chlorine gas flow rate vs. diazneter.

. ( growth rate･. 7 mm/min )

(a) Tungsten Carbide (斗5CPC,ラ.0 mAi i-C+H`o:

0.17 ml/Bee,
Ar･･ 1.7 znl/see,

fiュ: 1.8 ml/see)

(b) 74olybdenuzn carbide (斗OCPC, 1.0 mA, i-C+現○;

0.12 ml/see,
Ar: 1.9 ml/8eC,苫之: i.2 ml/8eC)
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`

(a) Tungsten Carbide (ラ.0 mA,斗500C, Cl之; 0.08

znl/see,
i-C4払｡･･ 0.14 nl/8eC)

(b) Molybdemn carbide (1.5 nA)

(c) Molybdemtn carbide (i.0 nA)
†叫0伊.?,

Cl之: 0.ll ml/see, i-C+軌o'･.･-0.12 ml/8eC･)
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MoCLB(g) + 1/2Hl(g) → MoCl+(s) 'HCl(g),

MoCコ■(s)ー 丈MoC12.I-33(a) + IMoCk(g),

while the main product for the hydrogen reduction of WCl8

(g) seems to consist Of ga8eOuB WCIs(1う), so that.the

availability of VIC16 iB higher than that of MoCIs.

me flow rate ratio of恥/Ar i8 an important factor

in order to keep the stable arc-discharge. The depend-

ence 9f 七he flow rate ratio on the diameter i8 Shown in

Fig.4.10. The minirntuB diameter of rnolybdenun- or tung-

sten carbide wa8 attained at the flow rate ratio of i.0

or i.5, respectively. Above these ratios, the arc-dis-

charge wa8 SOmetimes changed rirltO the glow discharge re-

gion where no fibre could be grown. The atmospheric te7n-

perature might decrease due to the excess atnOuht･ O'f-わydro-

gen with a high thernal conductivity which resulted ill
●

the glow discharge.

斗.ラ.2 Microscopic Observation and X-ray AnalyBiB

Appearance of fibres The mechanical pulling appar血tu8

in Fig.ち.2 made it pos'sible to obtain the uniform and

thin fibres as lcn6､aB 5 to 6 cm under the 8table dis-

charge conditions. Fig合一.ll shows the
straight

tungsten

carbide fibres with constant diameters of 50 to 50叫m.

The growth conditions; were as follows; reactor ternpera-

ture･･- 50伊C, discharge
currqent･･う･O mA, gr占wth rate: 7

mn/nin and.the gaseous COmPOSition as Shown in the figure

caption･ A globular deposit due to the high initial dis-

charge c血rent can be observed at the root of a fibre.

The final shape at a groylth tip is BPindle-shaped, which

suggests that the lateral growth of a fibre follows the

axial growth. This was verified by the obBerVation of
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Fig.4.ll Tungsten carbide fibres obtained by

discharge method.

Discharge current: 3.0 mA

Growth rate: 7
mn/min

Reactor temperature: 500oC

Gas flow rates; C12: 0.1 ml/see

i-c-H,o: 0.15-0.23 ml/see

AT: 1.7 ml/sec

Hヱ: 1.8ml/see
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(a)

(ち)

Fig･4･12 Micrograph of a thin fibre of tung-

sten carbide (a) or nolybdenun carbide (b).

C12 flov rate

t-C斗HIP flow rate

H2 flow rate

(a) (b)

0.09 ml/sec o.11皿1/sec

0.14

1.8
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the fractured edge- (see Sectionヰ.ラ.ラ).馳en a fibre

was grown too lone i7t length, the growth tip began tO

sway 8ideway8 under the influence of a turbulent atno8-

phere, until the fibre tumbled down from the molybdenuznl

electrode into the receiver at the bottom or 80netineB

bent toward8 the.reactor wall with the di8Char8e COntin-

ued. Fig.～.12a shows the micrograph of a tungsten car-

bide fibre (dianeter･. 25 vm). which was Prepared at the

r?.actor temperature of斗500C, the discharge current of･

2.0 Ⅱ止and the growth rate of 8.0 mm/min.
Relatively

rough crystal grains could be observed under natural light.

A molybdenum carbide fibre (diameter: 20 vm) with the .

smooth surfa?e
can be observed in Fig･斗･12b･ Growth con-

ditions Were aB follows; reaCt9r temperature:斗0甲C, dis-

charge cllrrent: 1.5 mA and g土･owth rate: 7 mm/nib. Thus

the favorable fibre with三･netallic luster 苧ould be pre-

pared especially at i-c+恥flow rate of 0.08 znl/8eC.

Chemical eomT)OBition Washed and dried carbid■es were

analy2ied by X-ray diffr早Ctionこ The specimen was prepared

on a glass Plate which wa8 8Pread with the powdered fiュ

breB. Figs.～.15a 良 b Show the XI-ray diffraction patterns

for tungsten and nolybdnunl Carbides, respectively. It

iB apparent that both represent identical patterns of

cubic system.. The diffraction patt9rpS Of (b■)could be
ヽ

identified with~ cubic β-Mo2C of A.a.T.M. card (14), the

stroztgeBt lizLeB Of which were BhowrL in.Fig.ち.1うc. Other

diffraction peaks 0f Buck aB hex60nal MoCI α-Mo2CI etC.

could not be cozlfimed. Each peak for the声PeCimen can

be se早n.at lower diffraction angle by 1.O12.00 than th統

for A.S.℡.M. β-Mo2C. me lattice parameter was fbund

a = 4･2ち五fr_o竺.the neaBu†ement Of･ (20P)･ interplanar印aC-

ing･ Zt i8 larger than that for A.S.T.74. β一別o2C, a.=
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a昏 Cu XA

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.ら.1う Ⅹ-ray diffraction patterns of the prod-i-

ucts.

(a) β一取C (b) β-Mo2C (c) A.S.T.M. Mo之C
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●

4.1ヰAi~ ℡he lattice parameter of cpbic β一WIC in Fig.4∴

15a was also determined to be a : 41.2う｡且..･But.thedTfr
fraction of β-W&C is.not registered in A.S.T.M. cards.

Cubic ■MotC
and鞄C were discoyered in 1947- by Lander

and Gerner (15) whenーthey inve.8tigated the therQal decoムー

po巷ition of carbony1占, Mo(CO)i and W(CO)i in the l叩ten-

perature range Ofう5CP t6 50伊C (Bee Section 1.早). More

detailed Study on the cheznical composition or the growth

condi七ionl howeverl has not been reported･ A160I Cubic

phases are not presented ill the phase diagrazn of W-C 8yB-

ten (･see Fig.i.1) and Mo-C By8ten (16). According･to

Lander et al. the lattice parameter of cubic甘IC iB a.I

～.16五which iB S9meWhat smaller thar[ that zneaBured in

the present study. The carbid-e fibres are PreSum岳d to

contain no.re carbon atone thazI Cubic W2C idezltified by

Lander et al. from the analogy to the relation between

the lattice parameter and the conpositioz) aB Stated in

･Chapterう.
Such inconsistent paraneter8 Can Often be col)-

firzned in this BOrt Of interstitial carbide, Which i8

cau8ed'by the wide range of solubility of carbon &tozB

(See Section 1.1).工t iB intere弓tins that cubic carbide8

Were fomed･ fro7B the vapor phase in. tbi8 eXPerinent, &1-

tho鴫h the familiar products of C◆.V.D. of Vla group net&1

carbideB Were Cry8talli2;ed in hexagonal与yBten. ェf the

β-phase
JOE

W2C, Which 'wa8
reported by- Becker (17), 1s

e･quivalent to cubic systezn. it i8 8ugeeBted that cubi乍

WIG i･8 fomed at increased tezBper&tureB above 2,斗0伊C.

nereforel it i与instmctiすe to con81der for the discharge
l

Srovth that the cubic W2C or Mo2C yhich is depb6ited at

the 8PZTkling growth tip &boye之1000PCl i6 fro2ien by

-qtlenChlng ･1n
the lower temperature atzno8Phere.
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(a) Tungsten Carbide fibre8
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(a)

(b)

Fig･4･1S Micrograph of the fractured edge

of a tungsten Carbi且e fibre.
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～.5.5 Fracture Strength of Fibre8

Fig.ち.1斗 show8 the diameter of the fracture strength

v8. the diameter of fibre on logarithmic
.I

-1 --

･relation8hip
Gin be 8een in both caBe8.

Strength of tungsten Carbide iB a little

Of molybdenunI Carbide. -Maximum Strength

was neaB_ur9d at 18 vm in diameter for the

bide fibre. The extrapolated value to 10

100 kg/mnl. This iB a rather sm畠11 value

8Cale8. Linear

The tensile

blgber than that

ofう5 kg/mnl

molybdenum car-

T17n Showed about

compared With

that of titanium
_carbide

whisker (BOO kg/ml) as shown

in Fig.2.28, ･but is comparable with the fibre strength

of ZrB2 (ョoo kg′nmt), TiB2 (150 kg/mn2), zrc (20-60 kg/nm2)

and Tip (10-5b kg/nm2), which- are obtained by di8坤&rge

method (5-6).

Micrograph of the fractured edge of a tungsten car-

bide fibre is Shown in Fig.ち.15. =t i8 COnBidered from

Fig.ち.15a that the central portiozI COn8i8tS Of dense Car-

bide with metallic lusterl While the peripheral portiozI

cor[tain8 an eXCe8B amOuZlt Of carbon. The fractured Shape

in Fig.4.15b iuggest8 that the tensile sti･ength･9f the

center i8 higher than that of peripheral portion. Hence.

the fibre growth znay be proceeded by two BtePB like ZrC

fibre (6): me first iB the axial growth at the BPark-

1ing spot and the next is the lateral growth, as Support-

ed by the final shape of the growth tip.

4. 4 ConcltIJiot(

Flbrou苧grOWth of tunsBten and nolybdentln Carbidee

by A.C. discharge method wa卓 1nve8tlsated in a eas nix-

tu.re
of恥, Ar, i-c+‰ and'metal chloride (WClさOr MoCIs).

Fibre占with 5 to 6 cm in length and 15 to 40 tin in dl&_
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meter were obtained by moving the discharge elecrodes

with mechanical pulling apparatus. The optimum condi-

tion8 for the growth of tungsten aha molybdenum carbide

fibre8 Were r9SPeCtively as follows;.discharge current:

2.うmA and 0.8 mA, atmospheric temperature:斗8伊C and

う600C, growth rate: 7 mm/min and 9 mm/nip. The concen-

tration ratio of liz/Ar between 0.8 to 1.斗was found to

give the minimum diameter. The moderate gaseous flow

rates for the fibre growth of tungsten and molybdenum

carbides were respectively a6 follows; i-c4払○･. 0.15 p1/

see and 0.08 ml/see,
C12 : 0.06 nl/see and･0.16 m1/8eC.

By X-ray diffraction● the products Were identified

with β-W2C (cubic)畠nd β-Mo2C (cubic), which had been

found by lander
Let

a1｡ The lattice parameters Of W2q

and Mo之C were respectively a8 follows:ち.2う｡且and斗.252
0 ●

A. Cubic carbide8 Were considered to be obtained by

quenching of.the β-phase deposits in the lower tempera-

ture atmosphere. Further detailed investigation) however)

should be done in relation to cubic carbide. A linear

relation was confirmed between the fracture strength and

the diameter on log-log scale. The tensile strength of

loo kg′np12 at 10一皿in diameter was presumed by extra-

polation･ The observation of the fractured edge suggest-

ed the growth mechanism of a fibre by･two stepsl i.e.

the axial growth and the late事･al growth. It would be
■

po8Sible･ to obtaln the stronger and thinner fibres, if

the lateral growth can be further llnited.
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CT!APTER 5

Chemical Vapor Deposition

of Tungsten Carbide DendriteB

5. 1 工ntrodu9tion

Protective coating or fibres of tungsten carbide

are importan£ refractory materials used for so7ne mechan-

ical and electrical devices. Mo8t deposit8 0f七ungBten

carbide have been obtained from the vapor phase by the

carburi2;ation of a tung8t-en wire oi Sheet in an atmos-

phere contよining
hydrocarbons 0r Carbon 7nOnOXide (1-ラ).

A comparatively hi帥er te7BPerature Of 7nOre than i,50伊C

was sonetime8 neCeBSary for the carbide formation. L
On

the other hand, the Growth of WC 岳ingle crystal by Slowly

Pooling of WC-Co solution (4) or a
modified C2;OChralBki

method (5) has been inve8tigat'ed together With. the Study

on its slip system (6)･ RecentlyI Mid.er.et al. (7-9)

1n At18tria found WC and W vlhi8kerB Of 1 to斗mm long-in

the 8intered tungsten carbide. But the monocrystalline

or fibrous growth of tungst9n Carbide from the vapor

phase ha8 nOt been reported.

The preparation of tungsten metal has been perform-
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ed easily by the thermal dec9mPOSition or hydrogen re-

duction of tun68ten Chloride. Lampreyl for exampleI Pro-

duced tungsten metal powder by reducing the metal chlo-

ride at 4うOO-900OC (10). The chemical vapor deposition

of the carbide from a gas mixture containing tungsten

hexachloride) however) has been -considered to be diffi-

cult because the free metal i8 eaSy tO deposit out at

a low teznperature aB reported by Powell et a1. (ll).. tt

was found in this study that tungsten carbide wa8 depos-

ited under restricted conditions in an atno8Phere of

tungsten chlorideI PrOPanel hydrogen and argon ga8e8.

Par七icularlyl it was aimed to obtain one dinen8ional de-

posits as long a8 PO88ible. The growth of WC-dendriteBl

needle8I etC. COuld be accoznplishedI When the占Ⅹperimen-

ta11 method was 8imilar to that used for the deposition

of titanium carbide single crystals as described in Chap-

ter 2. The growth conditions Of tungsten Carbi'de Were

investigated in detail as a function of geometry in the

furnace, gas flow rates and t-eDPerature. Variou8 tnicro-

scopic crystal morphologie8 and the growth mechaniszB

are also. i'ncluded in the latter half.

5. 2 Experiznental

Fig.5.1 show8 the scheznatic diagram of the experi-

mental apparatus. A graphite tube 8uSCePtOr (46 m7n in

length,う5 Inn and 22 mm ill Outside aid inside diameter貞,

re甲eCtively) was Placed in the quartz; reactor. AL
cL少1-

indrical graphite 8ubstrate was inserted into the tube.

Various types
･Of cylinders were used preli7ninarily to

investigate the affection of the geometrical arrangemerLt

in the furnace. The graphite cylinder for final expert-
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Fig.5.2 Schematic diagram of the experimental

apparatuB.

(1) graphite tube susceptor (2) quart乙reaCtOr

(ラ) gr畠phite substrate (4) tung8tep metal

coils (5) nichrone heater (6) r.f･. induc-

tion coil (7) Pt-PtRh therno-co.uple (8) out-

1et

･F(- F4: flow meter
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meれts was 15 mm in length and l斗-20.5 mm in diameter.

Tungsten hexachloride (b.p. 5斗7oC) was prepared by com-

plete chlorination of the tunssten metal coils. Chlorine

gasI Carried by argonI Was Pa68ed over the coils and

heated at about 6000C in the nichrorBe resistance fur-

nace. Dehydrated propane and hydrogen gases were intro-

duced through the inner quartz: tube (6 mm in diameter)

and mixed with the stream of tungsten chloride and argon

near the Surface of the substrate. The inner tube could

be shifted on either Bide to adjust the nixing 210ne ap-

propriately. The graphite tubeぬs heated at 8oCP to

i,5000C by an induction coil. The overall reaction 8een8

to be as follows:

WC屯+ C3鞄 + E2
-ヰWC (or 1/2 W2C) + 6HCl +王C*礼.

The substrate teTnPerature Was measured by a Pt-Pt払'/

thermo-couple. The flow rate of each gas at room ten-

perature and atmospheric pressure Was measured by the

flow meter (FJ
-F4).

A corlStant reaction tine of 5O znin-

u.tes was employed in each run to allow comparison of the

weight increase Which was zneasured by the automatic bal-

ance. The products wらre identified by the X-ray difi･J

frac土ometer and observed through 七he mlcro8CC-Pe.

5.5 ReBult8 and DiscuJSSiozr

5.5.1 Growth Condition of Tungsten C&rbide

There are 8eVeral papers which describe the depo-

sition of tungsten Carbide from a mixture of tunsBten

chloride) hydrogen and hydrocarbon. The conditions for

the formatio-A of tungsten carbide were investigated in

detail･ Several factorBI for example, the 6eOznetrical

factorI∵8ubstrate temperature, gas flow rate81 etC. Were
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considered to affect･ on the deposition of the carbide.

m18 Sub-section ls concerned with the study of the古e

effectちWhlle keeping all other 8rOWtb conditions COn-

8tant in
▲order

to obtain reproducible data.

E_ffect of geotnetrical fac_tor me PrOCeB8 0f cry8tal-

1i2iation was much influenced by the geometry of the re-

action furnape. Some typical diagrams Of the arr-ange-

ment in. the. furnace and the temp9rature Profile are Shown

in Fi88.5.2a-c. The graphite血bBtrate Which 'had a di-

ameter D I 1ヰnn was placed at a comparatively long dis-

tanc? apart from the edg卓Of.rthe inner puartz tube (L :

う0池), &S Shown in Fig.5.2a. A uniform coating of t血g-

Bten Carbide 7nixed with a s7nall quantity of tungsten _

metal vaB deposited in this Case. It i8 thought that

the hydro8eZI Stream before it reaches the substrate'Bur-

face, has enoughtime t9 reduce the tun$8ten hexachloride
A

l ●

vapor to the free metal. The fonn&tion of tungsten metal

could.be avoided, When the cpnditionB (b) and (c) of

Fig.5.2 Were used (i I 5 nn). zt is nece8Bary tO Sepa-

rate the flow path of hydrogen from that of tung8teZI

chloride in the transport process ahead of the BubBtrate.

In the caBe･Of condition (c) of Fig.5.2, where D equals

to 20.5皿, the dendritic or network-like cry8t息IB Of

tung8ten Carbide Were forzned on the front Surface of ttLe

sub8trate. 恥iB neanB that a turbulent flow 2iOne Of the

ga昏nixture i8 neCe8B&ry in the vicinity of the 8ubst∫ate

for one ldimensional growth of a crystal. All the experi-

hent81 re印1t8 described JleXt- Were Obtained uBiJlg Cbn占

dキーlotL(e).

Effect of WCl and l! concentratioTL8 The X-ray dlf-

fmction patterns ofL the specinens ot)talned &t 1.2ラ伊C

and 1,う0伊C are Shown in Figs.5.うa-a. me pattern8
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shown in Fig.5.うe correspond to the stronge8t lines of

w, a-wac and WC a$ listed in the A.S.T.甲. cards (7). In

Fig.5.うa, metallic tungsten, WC, α-ⅦiC and graphite were

identified for flow rates of WCh of 0.09 m1/8eC. The

WC wa8 formed in latge quantities 0Ⅰヰyat lower concen-

trations 0f tungsten chloride (Fig.5ニラも). Figs.ラ.うa 良

b suggest that metallic tungsten br α-Wac are easy to

deposit at higher concentration ratios 0f WC18/C3鞄.

This is shown in Fig.5.斗which plots the weight increase

of the specimen vs. the flow rate of tungsten hexachloさ

ride. The decrease in weight can be attributed to the

thermal etching of the graphite cylinder by hydrogen

chlorideI Which i8 produced in the process Of reducing

the excess of tungsten Chloride2

肌C(8) ･で=Cl(g)ー ChHれ(g) ･巷cll(g).●

Fig8.).うc &~d 8how the dependence of the hydrogen

flow rate on the identity of the deposited BPeCie81 When

the flow rate of tungsten Chloride iB held conBt&nt at

0.02 ml/8eC. 工t cad be seen that small amounts Of a-

W2C and WC can be identified at hydrogen flow rate of

0.8 nl/8eC. The reduction of tungsten hexachloride~ to
●

lower chloride8 8uCh a8 WC13 WaS CO.nSidered to make the

formation ot α-W2C po88ible. In the case Of a. lower con-

centration of hydrogen (0.2 ml/8eC), the peak声Of WC

which have a Blight preferred orientation to <100) di-
●

rection,. wer9 Observed similarly a8 for the condition

8h占wn in Fig.5.うb.

Moderate condition for WC formation Cn the basi8 0f
I-

the Study on geometrical effect, the separation of the

Ht and WCl● flo甘P&ths wa8 found to be essential for the

formation of tungsten carbide. It was also confirmed by

X-ray diffraction that a hydrogen flow rate less than
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0.斗m1/8eC and a tun68ten hexathloride flow rate leB8

than 0.05 ml/8eC are required to prod心ce Pure hexagonal

WC on a graphite 8ubstrate. Zt iB Of major importance,

thereforel tO Prevent the folloying reaction) which bali

been knom to be fast even at the temperature as low a8

70伊C (10 良 15)･.

WClふ(g) +うH2(g) → W(a) + 6HCl(g),

while the formation reaction of 甘C is considered to occur

at the intermediate Stage Of hydrogen reduction of WC18

or C3Ⅰ屯.

ラ.ラ.2 CryBtal Morphology of Vapor-Deposited VC

Te些pera_ture dependence Various crystal morphologie5

of WC were observed by v早rying the concentrations of

tungsten Chloride and hydrogen described above. The ▼ar-

iation of the morphology with the temperature is Bun斑a-

ri2;ed in Table う.1. A Bnall amount of α-Wac wa8 depoB-

ited on the graphite substrate at a temperature below

95CPC,
_!叫t

an adherent and uniform filth Of WC could be

obtained above lIOO伊C. me weight of vapor-dep9Bited

products izICreaSed as the temperature was raised. Pure

VC was idezLtified by X-ray analysis in the temperature

range of 1,00CP to 1,斗00OC. me deposition of yC vaJ5

prevented above i,斗O伊E, forming instead amorphous Car-

bon and a Blight amount of cE-W2C. me decoznpo8itio71 0'f

Propane tO free carbon nay have caused a deficiency of

PyrOCarboTI in the higher temperature regio71 Which grey

a Bnall amount of ct-W2C. me iznportance of the role ot

pyrocarbon in the formation of titaniuzn carbide was a180

eTnPha8i2ied by Pearce et al. (see a,ection 1.2).

取en the growth experimehts were perfomed in the
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Table 5.1 Tenperature dependence of the products.

Substrate

temperature
Deposits Crystal forms

Weight

increase

950 (OC) α-W乞C

1, 08o ⅦC

i, 190 WC

●

1, 250 WC

1,う60 ⅦC

i,ヰ5C WC 良 α-WぇC

films

films

filzBS &

netyorkB

film8 &

dendriteB

film8 &

piエ1&rさ

filns

26 (mg)

WCユ■ flow rate:

C3鞄 flow rate;

Ⅱ之 flow ra乞e:

Ar flow., ra.te:

Reaction tizne:

0.02 zn1/see

0.05 tnl/see

0.2 ml/see

i.5 m1/6eC

50 minute8
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(b)

Fig･5･5 Heter?geneous coating of WC o
n
_ graphite.

(temperature: 1,3600c)

(a) Peripheral portion of the substrate.

(b) Central portion of the substrate.
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temperature range of 1,20伊 to II斗000CI the heated graph-

ite 8ubstrate was coated heterogeneously with a film of

polycrystallin; wc as shown in Fig.).). Small crystal
l

grains of 5叫m in diameter were ob8erV9d in the periph-

eral portion of the substrate (see Fig.5.5a). On the

other handl the grain. sizes Of七he crystalliteB With di-

ameters of about 10 1也were Packed together closely in

the central portion of the substrate (See Fig.5.5b),

where the degree of 8uPerSaturation of the gas mixture

Seemed to be high. These crystallites may be 81ightly

oriented towards theく10P〉_ dir9Ction as iznplied by文一

ray diffraction (see Fig.5.5b.).

The correlation between the weight increase of BPe-

cimenB and the propane flow rate is shown in Fig.5.6.

where the temperature of the substrate iB 1,2O伊C and

the reaction time i畠 5O miztutes. Linear relatiozIBhipB

can be Been in the figure) which suggests that the rate

determining Step is the transport process of propane gas.

The deposition range of WC-networkB Or dendriteBl how-

ever, was restricted to a flowJate Pf 0.0うto 0.05血/

8eC. At higher concentration than 0.06 nl/8eC,
the ex-

cess free cよrbon adhered to the Side of the cyliェdri申1

graphite. ℡he
weight decrease at the now rate of 0.0エ

ml′sec 8howB the thermal etching of th占graphite surface,

as described earliar. Fin声netWOrk8 'parallel to the ｣･･

sub8trate Surface (See Fig.).7a) were depo8ite卓at pro-

Pane争nd tungstenr hexachloride flow rates Of 0.0うnl/Bee

and 0.02
ml/see, respectively. It i8 found from the

figure that each branch is like a String of beads about

2 to ) vm in diameter.取en the temperature was raised

a little (see Fig.5.7b), linear fibrous Crystals Were

formed easilyl especially in the peripheral or lateral
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(b)

Fig.S.7 Micrograph of WC-networks.

L':▲:.

Temperature

C3H8 flow rate

WC16 flow rate

(b)

1,2000c 1,Z500c

O.03 ml/see

O.02 ml/see
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portion of the graphite cylinder.

Fig.5.8a shows the micrograph of WC-dendriteB. They

were formed as laエ･ge Clusters in various Parts Of the

substrate at the temperature of 1,う0伊C. Some of the

dendrites were needle-like crystals with metallic luster,

which were･50 to lop γ此in length and 1 to 2 llm in diam-

eter (see f-ig.5.8b). The lower hydrogen flow rate of

0.i n1/see was Suited for the growth of the dendritic

WCI but none could'be grown in the case of zero hydrogen

flow rate. Typical forms of de'ndrite･s are represented

in Fig.5.9. =t i;a found from the figure that 6eVeral

straight needles which Lare∴aS岳u血ed七o
havel_ soho--I crrST-'･-

tallographic axi81 aggregate together to form branched

crystals. A globular crystal is observed at each branch

point, froth Which branching appears tO be Initiated.

=t is instructive to consider that a sufficiently high

8uPer8aturation and a turbulent atmosphere in the gas

mixture contribute to the forznation of a vapor-depoBlted

nucleus on the side of a branch. =n additlonl the pro-

cess 0f nucleation 7nay be facilitat占d= by the impurities

in a: gas mixture or the graphite subBtrate.
† 一

一●-~●

At a 8ubstrate t占mperature of 1,う0伊C, thicker den-

dritic crystals Were Ob'i色rved at the central portion of

the substrate, as Been in Figs.5.10a & b. Globular crys-

tals With BZnOOth BurfaceB are formed on the tips Of the

dendritic branches. Fig.5.ll shows a Pillar crystal,

which was obtained at an elevated temperature of 1,う6伊C.

Siznilar: crystals With length6 0f 50 to 200 pn we.re forn-
-■ -I

ed at a reaction time.dot 5O ninuteB at the cente'r of the

subBtrate. Preparatiton of a larger Single crystal of

tungsten carbide can be expected for a longer reaction

ti78e.
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(b)

Fig.S.8 Micrograph of bush-like (a) or needle1

1ike (b) crystals of WC. (temperature: 1.300oC)
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Fig･5･g Micr8graPh of typical WC-dendrites

witb straight branclleS.

Te7nPerature: 1
,3OOoC

CヨHB flow rate: 0.05 ml/see

WCIs flow rate: o.o2 ml/5eC

H2 flow rate: 0.1
ml/see

Ar flow rate: 1.S nl/see

一
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It is found that the temperature dependence of the

deposited crystal morphologie8 Can be summari21ed
as fol-

lows; netWOrk8; 1,20伊-1,う0ぴ'C, dendrite8: i,2うOc-i,うう伊C

and pillars: i,う50O-1,斗0伊C. The ldendritic crystals have

a tendency to grow vertically to the sub8trate 如rface

at increased temperatures. In the much higher teznpera-

ture rangel howeverl the axial growth was limited and

crystals with relatively large diameters could be obtain-

od.

Effect of total flow rate me, influence of the total

. _ ._.__
二

_■.
.二_.I__ _二__■

■.二_.

. _I..I_■.~■. ___ _.~~
flow rate on crystal growth was also investigated. Crys-

ttal grains Were found to become larger at a total flow

rate ofう.5 n1/see.
But fine dendritic or fibrous CryB-

ta18 Were formed at lower total flow rates 0f i.78 zBl/

secI Where the moderate co叩06ition of the gas mixture
●

was WC屯: i.5 m/o, C3鞄; i.7 m/o,
H2: 15 m/o and Ar'･ 82

zn/o.
The flow rate of argon was considered to have a

minor influence on the crystal morphologyI 80 that the

flow rate of 1.5 ml/see was maintained in every.run.

Growth mechanism It is understood in general that

dendritic crystals are grown under a little higher sup声r-

saturation than th･at necessary for whisker growth (1斗).

This seemed. to be applicable to the present experi7nental

result, i.et a large number of dendrite8 Which had many

irregular branches could be found in the lower teznpera.I

ture range of the substrate or at a higher total concen-･

tration of the gas mixture. In such cases) the influence

of external ga8eOu8 Stream On the crystal morphology was

predominint. Network-like crysta18 Were a typical ex-

ample of this type･ As the temperature was rai8edl how-

everl the whisker or needle-like crystals COuld be grown,

because the crystal growth was nO longer affected by the
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(b)

Fig･5･10 Micrograph of thick WC-dendrites

with globular caps. (temperature: 1,3000c)
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Fig.S･11 Micrograph of a wcIPillar.

(temperature: 1,360.C)

C,H8 flow rate･･

WCl' flow rate:

H2 flov rate:

Ar flow rate:

0.03 ml/sec

0.02 ml/s守c

0.2 ml/see

1.S nl/see
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small 8uPer8aturation, but was controlled under the in-

ternal conditions Of the crystal (i.e. whisker growth

mechani8n). In the highly turbulent atno8Phere, nucle-

ation would be occurred easily under a local high super-

saturation with the result of the regular dendritic growth

as shown in Fig.5.9. The V.L.S. mechanism of whisker

growth (15) nay be true in the case Of the growth.of each

dendritic branch illustrated in Fig.ラ.10, where the glわb-

ular crystals are Observed on the tips. But) nope de-

tailed investigations on the impurity effects WOuld be

necessary to know a growth mechanism of the branch. Above

i,55伊C, t■he thick but znonocrystalline pillar crystal

with no branch could be grown as was 8uggeBted by C1.V.D.

of titaniutn carbide 8ingle crystals described in Chapter

2.

5.斗 Conclusion

Tung8ten Carbide was prepared by chemical vapor de-

position from a mixture of WCli, C3H8,恥 and Ar 9n a

graphite 8ubstrate in the temperature range of 1,20ぴI to

1,500bCL. The influen._ceB Of various factors (geometry

in the reactor, gaseous concentration-, temperature, etc.)

o_n the crystal growth were investigated. Especially,

the
geonery in the furnace proved to be an inportant fac-

tor for the proce88 0f cry8ta11i2;ation. It was neces-

sary for one dimensional growth･ of a crystal to mix the

8trean Of (WCl● + Ar) with that of (C3鞄十H2) in a tAur_

bulent flow 210ne_ On the substrate Surface. The adherent

coating of α-W2C could be obtained at relatively high

flow rates Of E2 and V･fCl8, While pure dendrキtic cry8ta18

of 1):C vl･ere obtained at the restricted flow rates of H1
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(くo.斗ml/see). and WC1 (くo.o5 ml/see), when the forma-

tion of metallic tungsten by hydrogen reduction of ex-

ces白WCli could be prevented. The appropriate gaseous

concentrations for the growth of WC were as follow;8;

WC18.･ 1.0-1.5 m/o,
C3H8: 1.7-2.8 m/o,

Hl.･ 10-20 m/o and

Ar: 75-8) zn/o, where the total flow rate was 1.78 Tnt/see.

Various types 0f crysta18 COmPO8ed of uniform film8I

networks, dendrites and pillars with diameter8 0f 2 to

斗O Tim were deposited on 七he WC-plated graphite. The

dendritic or pillar crystals were obtained at temperature

between 1,25OO and lきヰOCPC, while the network-like crys-

tals were formed at lower temPerat-ユree Of i,2000 to 1,ョoo

oC on the 8ubstrate. It wa8 alBO found that the den二

dritic crystals七endもo grow vertically to the 8ubBtrate

surface with the increase of temperature, althoughthe

axial growth is limited. The dendritie growth of WC was

supposed to be facilitated by a number of nucleation8
J

On the side of a needle cryBtalB, from which each branch

could be grown by a v:tnisker growth mechanism such aB V.

L･S･ Irregular ne七郎Tk-like crystalsl howeverI Were COn-

sidered tc もe depo冒iモed under a higher supersaturation

ぬth the predomin盈Tiそ 急ぎfection of the gaseou8 flow on

the n)orphology.
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CⅡAPTER 6

Summary

The transition metals in lVa, V& and Via gro叩S

combine with nonnetallic ele7nentS Such as carbon. nitro-
●

gen and boron to form so called Hinter8titial conpound$11.

These compounds are well known for the highmelting
,

point, super(hardness and highelectrical conductivity

which are based on the strong metallic M-M and covalent

M-Ⅹ bond･8. The 8tudy orI Chemical vapor deposition of

interstitial carbide was originated mainly by chem18tB

in Germany in the 19う0's, after which a little attention

was paved on its Bynthe8iB in con七raBt tO the remarkable

progre8B Of C.Ⅴ.D. techniques 0f seniconductor8. Re-

cently, however, Bti7nulated by th声increasing demand for
I

the hey combined materials, the C.Ⅴ.D. of interBtitial
ヽ･

conpou-nd ha声becone theL subject of todaylB research and

development.

me 'purpose of the present Work iB tO inye8tlgato

the chemical vapor deposition of inter8titial carbideさ

1n lVa group metal (Tic) and Vl& group metals (WC, α-

tF]2C, β-W2C争nd β-Ho2C). Especially, 1t wats aimed to
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prepare the one dimen岳ional depo6it8I for exampleI Whisk-

er) pillarl fibreI. dendritel etC.) for the information

of Such crystal morphologle8 has been less known even
●

nowadays. me synthetic condition, the crystal Struc-

ture anal the growth mechanism of the carbide cry6ta18

were investigated which were prepared by various methods

as described below. (Chapter.1)

Variou8 foms of Tic sigle crystals such as needlel

whiskerI Pillar and polyhedron were deposited on a graph-

ite substrate from the vapor phase consisting of fI2I

TiC1+ and C3H8 in the temperature range of 1,200E> to

i,55CPC. The correlation between the crystal morphology

and the growth condition (temperature, gas flow rate,

inpuritieB, etC.) were investigated. The deconpo8itioz1

of the hydroparbozI Was found to play anr important` role

on the growth process. By文一ray diffraction, it was COtII

eluded that the growth direction of these crysta18 WaS

mainlyく111). The growth mechanis7n Wa8 further Studied

by the observation of t'he etching fi8urel the Shape of

crystal tip or the large growth 8tep. A linear relation

on log-log 8Cale was COnfirned between the fractureL

Strength a占d the diameter. (Chapter 2)

Titaniutn carbide filament was Prepared by titani2&-

tion
of the carbon･ filame?t in an atmosphere of TiC叫,

H2 and Ar. The.titani21ation was Performed for 10-700

Tninute8 in the temperature range of 1,20CP11,55UIC.

The 冗-ray diffraction patterns Showed Dome But-peaks at

the higher angles Other than the peak8 0f the 8tOichio-

metric Tic. Zt was found from Xi･ray microanalyBi8 0f

the cro88 Section of the titani2;ed graphite plate that

the inner layer of the plate con8i8ted of nearly 8tOichio-

metric titanium carbide and free carbonI While- the outer
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layer contained excess titanium. This titaniuzn carbide

double layer Suggested that the inner layer (TiCf.0) vJaS

produced by the Surface reaction and it was followed by

the formation of the outer layer (TiCo.IS) which was due

to the diffusion process Of elemental carbon. (Chapterう)

Fibrou8 growth of β-Wac and β-Mo2C by discharge

method was investigated in,a gas mixture of H2, Ar, i:

c4HIO and metal chloride (V]Cli Or Mocks). Fibres With

う to 6 c7n in length and l5 to 斗0叫m in diazneter were'ob-

tained by moving the discharge electrodes With mechan妄,

ical pulling apparatus. The optinun conditions for fi-

brous grovtth were as follows; discharge current:
_0.8-

2.うmA, atmospheric 七emperature:う60O-48伊C and grovtb

rate: 7-9 mm′min. The concentration of {'-C+HfO and tnetal

chloride had zninor effects on diameter. But the concen-

tration ratio'of苫2/Ar between 0.8 and 1.斗w甲found to

give the mininum丘iameter. By 冗-ray
･diffractionl

both

crystal 8tr血ctures were confirmed to belong to cubic.sys-

tetn. The growth mechanistn of a gibre by two 8teP8 W争8
ノ

8uggeSted from the observation of the fractured edge.

(Chapter 4) JJ'

Tungsten carbide was obtained by C.Ⅴ.D. from a mix-

ture of Wnl, C3E8, H2 and Ar on a graphite印bstrate

ih the temp声rature range
･Of

1,20ぴ' to 1,50CPC. The in-

fluence of Various 'factors on the cry岳t畠1･ gr帥th waB●in-

Vestigated. The geometry in the furnace proved to be an

iznportant factor for the process 0f cryBtall12;ation.

The adherent coating of ct-W2C could be obtained at rel-

atively high flow 'rates of恥 and WCl
, I.Thile pure WC-

wa8 Obtained at the restricted flow rates OfrⅡ2 and WCIB.

Variou8占ry8tals composed.･ of uniform film,. network, deムー

drite and pillar yvrere de.posited on the graphite 8ubstrate.
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The dendritic or pillar crystals were obtained at the

temperature between 1,250O and i,斗0伊C, while the network-

1ike crystal waJ5 formed at lower temperatures 0f 1,20CP

to 1.50伊C. (Chapter 5)

Furtherl some COnmentB On the above conclusion are

summari2ied aB follow8:

i) Zt i8 Suggested from the synthetic Study of Tic

and WC_ (Chapter主′'& 5), that the monocrystalline deposits

Such as whiskers, needles 6r dendriteB nay
be obtained

possibly for the synthe8e8 0f other interstitial carbi且es

by the analogous Preparation method using ●the gaseous

tran8tOrt agentSl:i.e. hydrocarbonl metal chloridel etC.

These CryBtalB Can be grown at an appropriate gaBeOu8

composition and ･under relatively low 8uPerBaturation.

The growth izl length, however, i? apt to be liznited to

a reaction tine of 50 to 100 minutes, and it iB follow-

ed by the lateral growth, so it seeznB tO be a ratherし

difficult problem to prepare the filamentary cryBta18

longer than a few cetimeters unless the cohPletely con-

trolling皿ethod of unstable factors iB eStablished'. Fur-

therl detailed infornations on Such f争CtOrS Will be re-

quired in order to solve this problezn. The obtained

monocrystalline whiskers Yi11二have
.&

co7nParab_1e ten-

8ile 8trength With other ceramic vhi8ker8.

ii) on the other hand, the thizl but long fibres C&Zt

be prodlユCed for a lelatlvely short reaction ti℡e by the

vapor-BOlid reaction_ a6 titani2i&tion of carbon filament

(Chapterう) or the A.C. discharge method (Chapter 4),

althoughthe products are polycrystalllne and consequent-

ly the te718ile Strength as hlgb as single crystal whisk-

er与C&n not be expected. These methods are interesting
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from the industrial~or engineering point of view, since

there i8 a POS8ibility of the mas8PrOduction for fibres

longer than Several centiTneterB.

iii) The chemical vapor deposition in the present

study (Chapter 2-5) is performed in an atmosphere corl-

taining metal chloride or hydrocarbon (C3苫8, C+HIO,
etC.),

at temperatures above lIOOOOC. It is neces8aryl there-

forel tO take a special care of the gaseous transport

method and the geometrical factor in the reactor in or-

der to supply a moderate amount of pyrocarbozt or low台r

metal chloride on the deposition surface. The therno-

dynamic data pn the hydrogen reduction or thermal decom-

position of such starting materials are helpful for the

control of the gaseo止8 COnCentration.

iv) Some interesting phenomena are found in the pres-
●

ent investigation from the point of Structural cheniBtry.

For exanplel the non8tOichiometry in the titaniutn car-

bキde layers Which are formed by the diffusion process 0f

carbon atoms, Causes unfamiliar X⊥rayもehaviorB (Chapter

ラ), and the cubic phase of W2C and Mole i8 Obtained by

discharge znethod (Chapter 4) which forces the quen:chin首

of the deposits. Instead, a甲ell-known hexagonal WC or

V2C can be deposited in the C.Ⅴ.D. described in Chapter 5.

v)
It is also found that the growth mechanistn of one

dimensional deposit can sometimes be represented by two
●

8tePS, natnely, the first i6 the axial growth of a crystal

tip and the second i8 the lateral growth of the periph-

eral portion. In the.case of single crystal needles or

pillars (Cb叩ter 2 良 5), the fomer Step 8eem8 tO be e軍-

plained by the general whisker growth mechani占n (Ⅴ.L.a.

mechanism Or dislocation mechani8tn), While the latter

by the movement of Steps On the lateral face. In the

一1う5-



titani乙ation of carbon filament) the titaniuロCarbide

double layers with two different chemical conpo8ition

are also Pr.ePared by two Steps (Chapter 5). The lateral

growth of the fibre obtained by the discharge method iB
■･■

considered to occur during the quenching proce8B Of the

g工､OWn tip.
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